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Water-based Tourism and Leisure Product Audit 2006
In consultation with key agencies and stakeholders, the Marine Institute is drafting a Development
Strategy for the marine/water-based tourism and leisure sector for the period 2007-2013.
Preparation and research for this has involved the completion of a Water-based Tourism and Leisure
Product Audit. The Institute worked in collaboration with Royal Haskoning, spatial planning
consultants, and Kevin O’Connor, Donegal County Council, to complete the audit.
The objective of the audit is to systematically assess the quantity and quality of Ireland’s water-
based tourism and leisure products and to identify product gaps and opportunities at local,
regional and national level with a view to informing policy and investment decisions.
Quantitative Assessment 
There are numerous activities that can be associated with water-based tourism. As account
cannot be taken of all of these, it was decided at the outset to select a representative list of
activities based on the following criteria:
> Popular water-based activities;
> Data on each activity readily available (locations, participation levels etc.);
> Compatible with other analyses / studies carried out by the Marine Institute 
and other key organisations.
On this basis, eleven of the most popular water-based leisure activities were chosen for analysis
including beaches, diving, marinas, sailing/boating/water sports centres, sea angling charters,
inland angling, waymarked coastal and waterway walks, whale and dolphin watching, navigable
inland waterways, small tourism vessels and water or marine-themed visitor centres.
Qualitative Assessment 
In order to determine the potential for tourism development, it was necessary to identify
measurement criteria for assessment and comparison of the selected activities across different
locations. ‘Product Potential’ was defined at the outset as being a combination of product capacity
and product quality. On this basis, each of the eleven activities was given a score between 1 and
30 points for each location in which it was found to exist.
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1 Executive Summary
External Influences
Quantity and quality are not the only determining factors in developing a water-based tourism
product. Any given location needs to have the necessary tourism infrastructure to attract and
retain visitors. In addition, visitors must also be able to reach these locations with relative ease. 
Of course, this is not a level playing field and it was necessary to derive indicators for tourism
infrastructure and accessibility for each of the eleven activities in every location where they occur.
The indicators chosen were:
> Accommodation (taken as an indicator of the wider tourism infrastructure);
> National roads, airports, railways and ferry ports (taken as indicators of visitor accessibility);
> Again, a score between 1 and 30 points was allocated for each location in which a selected
water-based leisure activity was found to exist.
Weighting of Scores
In line with the logic outlined above, each activity-location can be characterised by six scores, i.e.
one score for the activity and one score for each of the five external factors. In addition, scores
need to be weighted relative to each other, e.g: 
> In general the number of visitors who visit a beach is likely to be greater than the number who
may visit a marina; 
> The availability of accommodation exerts greater influence on the holiday-decisions of overseas
visitors than domestic visitors;
> More people travel by road than by rail. 
In order to reflect these differences, the Institute and its consultants derived a methodology to
give relative weight or importance to each location score for each of the eleven activities. 
Influence of Existing Tourism Trends
In order to identify gaps and opportunities for product development, it was necessary to take
account of existing visitor numbers to the regions. For example, Dublin attracts almost four times
as many visitors as the northwest. Therefore, comparison of existing visitor trends are of assistance
in identifying product gaps and potential market opportunities.
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Opportunity Mapping
Using geographic information systems (GIS), it was possible to draw up a map for each of the
eleven activities showing location and score achieved (maps 1 to 11). Similarly, maps were
prepared showing the influence of the five external factors right across the country (maps 12 
to 16). Map 17 shows the regional distribution of tourism in 2004.
Opportunity Mapping Results
The scores on all of the maps were aggregated in a single map (map 18) to identify the counties
with strongest potential for development of water-based tourism activities. In addition, maps
were drawn up to show how this potential is affected by the external factors in terms of
attracting both domestic and overseas visitors to each county (maps 19 to 21).
Finally, maps were prepared to identify ‘best fit’ for each county with four marketing platforms 
or definitions set out by Fáilte Ireland (see maps 22 to 25).
Conclusions and Recommendations
Ireland’s island status gives it a comparative international advantage in marine and coastal
tourism and most of the fifteen coastal counties have the potential to develop strong marine
tourism products. For each coastal county, this report sets out a detailed product assessment
together with specific recommendations on filling service / product gaps.
The absence of a coastline limits the ability of inland counties to compete on even terms.
However water-based leisure products such as angling and boating still offer major potential for
tourism development throughout the midlands. Despite nature’s distribution of assets, inland
water-based tourism may be in a stronger position to develop than coastal tourism. This
conclusion stems from the fact that dedicated statutory bodies manage the inland water
resources. On the other hand, marine resources fall under the influence of a large number of
agencies with no one body given overall responsibility for co-ordinated development.
Therefore, the key recommendations of this report are:
> A need for investment in product development; 
> A need for co-ordinated management of the marine and coastal resource.
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Caveat and Feedback on Data Used
As stated at the outset, this report has been prepared as part of a Development Strategy for 
the Marine/Water-based Tourism and Leisure sector for the period 2007-2013. The Marine
Institute has consulted widely with key agencies and stakeholders. While every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of this product audit, information on activities or locations may
have been inadvertently omitted. The Institute is confident that such errors have been kept to a
minimum and do not invalidate the findings. Feedback is invited from interested parties to
ensure that this baseline data is improved and updated during the period 2007-2013.
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EPA Environmental Protection Agency
GIS Geographic Information System
IBRA Irish Boat Rental Association
ISA Irish Sailing Association
PADI Professional Association of Diving Instructors 
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3 Objective of Product Audit
 2006
The Marine Institute was requested by the Department of Communications, Marine & Natural
Resources to research the current position of water-based tourism and leisure in Ireland with a
view to drawing up a management and development strategy for the sector. In doing so, the
Institute has consulted widely with the tourism industry, stakeholders, government agencies and
local authorities. A review was conducted of previous development initiatives in the sector and of
best practice at home and abroad. An inter-agency working group was established to steer the
research agenda and to devise a development strategy based on the research findings. The
working group requested that a detailed audit be conducted to determine the strength of
existing water-based tourism products throughout the country and to give guidance on the
need for investment and / or improved management procedures. Based on a competitive public
tender, Kevin O’Connor, Donegal County Council, and Royal Haskoning were selected to conduct
the audit, in collaboration with the Marine Institute. 
The consultants were requested to take a systematic approach to assessment as follows:
> To conduct a quantitative and qualitative audit of Ireland’s water-based tourism and 
leisure products;
> Based on the results of the audit, to make recommendations regarding product development
opportunities and product gaps at regional and national level.
In order to achieve these objectives, the consultants conducted an ‘opportunity mapping’
exercise using GIS techniques.
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4.1 Methodology 
The concept behind opportunity mapping is that various types of information are presented in
separate GIS maps. By identifying interrelationships in information and subsequently overlaying
the maps, limitations and opportunities relevant to those interrelationships can be derived. The
figure below roughly illustrates the methodology.
4.2 Framework for Opportunity Mapping
The evaluation framework used in this report is based on identifying relevant water-based tourism
and leisure activities as well as the relevant external factors required for an activity to succeed.
The background to the selection of water-based tourism and leisure activities is detailed as follows. 
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4 Opportunity Mapping
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Selection of Water-based Tourism and Leisure Activities
There are numerous activities that can be associated with water-based tourism. In view of the
objectives of the strategy development process, it has been necessary to arrive at a select list 
of activities that comply with the following criteria:
> All activities are water-based activities;
> All selected activities are popular and representative of the sector;
> Data on the activities is available;
> The selected activities are compatible with other analyses / studies carried out by the Marine
Institute and other key organisations.
Based on these criteria, the following activities have been selected:
> Beaches
> Diving
> Marinas
> Sailing, Boating and Water Sports Centres
> Sea Angling Charters
> Inland Angling
> Coastal and Waterway Walks
> Whale and Dolphin Watching
> Navigable Inland Waterways
> Small Tourism Vessels
> Water or Marine-themed Visitor Centres.
The consultants realise that there are additional activities that could be considered for selection.
Furthermore, in a number of cases the selected activity may encompass a range of sub-activities,
which some may feel deserve selection in their own right. However, the Institute believes that
the activities selected for assessment not only comply fully with the qualifying criteria but are also
most representative of the sector in broad terms and provide a solid foundation for development
of a strategic plan.
When considering activities, the consultants focussed on those that are open to the general
public (e.g. do not require membership) and have a recognised economic impact (e.g. activities
that have a specific link to a location because a service is provided or facilities are available).
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The potential for water-based tourism and leisure activities to achieve market success is also
influenced by external factors, which need to be taken into account in developing opportunity
maps. A distinction can be made between regional and national external factors. The
methodology used to select a representative set of external factors for consideration in the
opportunity mapping exercise is as follows:
Selection of Relevant External Factors
Regional
Regional external factors, for example, concern the availability of tourism services such as
accommodation, restaurants, other tourism services and other forms of leisure activity or
entertainment (e.g. heritage sites, museums, historic buildings, theatre, concert halls, etc).
These are complementary to water-based tourism, i.e. the greater the concentration of tourism
services in a given area, the greater the potential to develop water-based tourism.
However, since the number of relevant external factors that could be considered is extensive, it
was necessary to use indicators of tourism strength. Visitor accommodation (number of beds) has
been identified as the best indicator of tourism strength in each county. For example, an area with
plentiful visitor accommodation is also likely to have a large number of restaurants and shops.
National
National external factors mainly concern access to water leisure / tourism activities. If visitors 
are to make use of a given facility, it will be essential that they can access it with relative ease.
Therefore, availability of access infrastructure plays a key role in this respect. The following access
infrastructure has been selected as indicative of the main national external factors influencing the
development of water-based tourism:
> National roads
> Airports
> Car ferries
> Railways.
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Once activities and external factors have been defined and their potential for attracting visitors
have been quantified, the opportunities for water-based tourism product development can be
further analysed. It is also possible to link these results to key target markets or tourism ‘platforms’
identified by Fáilte Ireland. 
4.3 Quantitative and Qualitative Indicators for Activities and External Factors 
Before the mapping of activities and external factors can take place, an indicator has to be
identified in each case that reflects the quality of the activity and the external factor for visitors.
Some indicators can be displayed in an objective way, such as the number of berths at a marina
or the number of beds per accommodation. Other indicators are less suitable for objective
display. Furthermore the availability of data is essential: if there is insufficient data regarding a
certain indicator, other indicators need to be found. The selection and assessment of indicators is
virtually always a subjective process and can have a negative influence on the credibility of the
results. In order to maintain credibility it is important to keep the method of working transparent. 
The objective of the opportunity mapping exercise is to identify product development
opportunities and gaps and as such areas which have the potential to attract visitors. The
potential of attracting visitors is a function of capacity and quality, i.e. Potential = f (capacity &
quality). In most cases both capacity and quality related indicators are used, in others the capacity
aspect is less relevant and only quality indicators are used. In all cases it is suggested that
potential is given as a score between 1 and 30 points. 
4.4 Mapping of Activities
In the following maps numbered 1 to 11, the various activities will be described in more detail,
presenting information regarding their definition, selected indicators to illustrate their potential
for attracting visitors, the source of information for the indicators and the verification of the
indicators (Source: Appendix B). Regarding the potential to attract visitors, a scoring system is
presented for each of the indicators given.
CHAPTER 4 Opportunity Mapping 10
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MAP 1 DESIGNATED BATHING AREAS
Definition Designated Bathing Areas.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors is
expressed as followed:
• Designated Bathing Area (score = 5)
• Blue Flag Status (score = 15)
• Suitable for surfing (score = 5)
• Designated Resort Beach (score = 10)
Remarks/Example(s) It should be noted that as a Blue Flag beach is automatically 
a designated bathing area, the score for the combination is 15.
• If the (designated) beach is a blue flag beach and is a
designated beach resort, (score = 15+10 = 25)
• If the (designated) beach is suitable for surfing, (score = 5+5 = 10)
Source of Information • Designated Bathing Areas: Environmental Protection Agency
• Blue Flag Beaches: An Taisce, National Blue Flag Coordinator
• Designated Seaside Resorts: Dept. of Finance/Renewal Scheme
for Traditional Seaside Resorts
• Surfing Beaches: Irish Surfing Association; Regional Tourism Websites
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MAP 1 DESIGNATED BATHING AREAS
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MAP 2 DIVING CENTRES 
Definition Registered diving centres.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors 
is expressed as followed:
• Registered Diving Centre (score = 30)
Remarks /Example(s) The diving centre is either a registered centre (score = 30) 
or not (score = 0)
Source of information • PADI Registered: PADI - Professional Diving Accredition International
• A Serviced Centre: Scuba Diving Ireland - Representative Organisation
for Dive Centres in Ireland; relevant centre's websites; Irish Sailing
Association (ISA)
• Availability of Training Courses: Irish Sailing Association (ISA); 
Scuba Dive Ireland; Dive Centre Websites
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MAP 3 VISITOR MARINAS 
Definition Coastal marinas that provide visitor berths.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors is
expressed as follows:
• Availability of berths for visitors (score = 15)
• Availability of services for visitors (score = 5)
• Travel to next marina within one day 
(>1 score = 10; to one, score = 5; to none, score = 0) 
Remarks/Example(s) • If the marina provides visitor berths and visitor services (e.g. water,
electricity, toilets) for visitors and travel to the next marina, in either 
a clockwise or anticlockwise direction is within 50 km 
(deemed to be one day’s sailing time), the potential 
(score = 15+5+10 = 30)
• If the marina provides berths for visitors, however no facilities 
and only one marina would be within 50 km sailing distance, 
(score = 15+5 = 20)
Source of information • Marine Institute Coastal Infrastructure Database; 
Irish Marine Federation (IMF)
• Visitors Welcome at Marina: checked against each marina website
• Estimated sailing time to nearest marina: Reeds Almanac
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MAP 4 SAILING, BOATING AND WATERSPORTS CENTRES 
Definition Registered sailing, boating and watersports centres
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors 
is expressed as followed:
• Availability of a serviced centre / facility (score = 15) 
• Availability of training courses (score = 15)
Remarks/Example(s) • If the centre provides training courses, (score = 15+15 = 30)
• It should be noted that this group of centres excludes diving centres,
these are dealt with separately
Source of information • Sailing/Boating Centres: Irish Sailing Association registered Clubs 
(only those who specified visitors welcome)
• Watersports/Activity Centres: Department of Communications 
Marine & Natural Resources Listing; Irish Sailing Association Registered
(ISA); Regional Tourism Websites
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MAP 5 SEA ANGLING CHARTERS
Definition Registered sea angling vessels.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors is
expressed in terms of fishing opportunities, i.e.:
• standard inshore fishing (score = 5)
• wreck / reef fishing (score = 7)
• shark fishing (score = 8) 
• blue fin tuna fishing (score = 10)
Remarks/Example(s) • If a vessel provides opportunities for standard fishing as well 
as for blue fin tuna, (score = 5+10 = 15)
• If a vessel provides all the above fishing opportunities, 
(score = 5+7+8+10 = 30)
Source of Information • Registered sea angling vessels listed by name and port: 
Department of Communications Marine & Natural Resources 
list of approved/registered vessels
• Type of Angling: Central Fisheries Board (CFB) list; 
Sea Angling Charter Websites.
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MAP 6 INLAND ANGLING 
Definition Registered sites for freshwater, game and coarse angling.
Indicators Various indicators, such as fish stock and rod management, could be 
used to reflect the quality and thus potential of a site for attracting
visitors. In consultation with key stakeholders in the field, it was however
found that probably the most reliable indicator would be the number of
visitors that actually visit the various sites. Data has been obtained from
the various Fisheries Authorities for salmon, trout and coarse angling. 
To illustrate the differences between the various counties, the following
classification has been used for the number of visitors per annum 
per county:
• < 1000 visitors per annum: 1 point
• 1000 to 2500 visitors per annum: 5 points
• 2500 to 5000 visitors per annum: 10 points
• 5000 to 7500 visitors per annum: 15 points
• 7500 to 10000 visitors per annum: 20 points
• 10000 to 12500 visitors per annum: 25 points
• > 12500 visitors per annum: 30 points
Remarks/Example(s) The impact of types of fishing (i.e. salmon, trout, coarse) on the potential
of the location has been discussed with the stakeholders. However it was
felt that this distinction should not be made in this report.
Source of Information The seven Regional Fisheries Boards and the Loughs Agency.
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MAP 7 COASTAL AND WATERWAY WALKS
Definition Designated waymarked ways along or overviewing the sea 
or inland waterways.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors 
is expressed in terms of the length of the walk and whether or not 
the walk is located in a national park.
• Total length of the walk (score = length in km divided by 10, 
a maximum of 25 points)
• National park (score = 5)
Remarks/Example(s) • If a walk is 85 km long and is situated in a National Park, 
(score = 85/10 + 5 = 9 + 5 = 14)
• If a walk runs through different counties, each of these counties
receives the score of the walk
Source of Information • Waymarked walks: Irish Sports Council
• Looped walks: Irish Sports Council map
• Walks through a national park: Discovery Map Series
23
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MAP 8 WHALE AND DOLPHIN WATCHING
Definition Whale and Dolphin viewing points.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors 
is expressed in terms of the type of viewing point.
• Land-based (score = 15)
• Boat-based (score = 30)
Remarks/Example(s)
Source of Information Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG)
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MAP 9 NAVIGABLE INLAND WATERWAYS
Definition Registered boat hire centres along inland waterways.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors 
is expressed in terms of the capacity of the boat hire company.
• Small – less than 10 craft (score = 10)
• Medium – 10 or more, but less than 20 craft (score = 20)
• Large – 20 or more craft (score = 30)
Remarks/Example(s)
Source of Information • Navigable rivers and canals: Waterways Ireland
• Boat Hire Centres: Waterways Ireland; Irish Boat Rental 
Association (IBRA)
• Rating - Number of boats on hire: Irish Boat Rental Association (IBRA)
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MAP 10 SMALL TOURISM VESSELS
Definition Registered small tourism vessels providing boat trips/tours 
and facilitating tourism.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors is
expressed as followed:
• Tour boats (score = 20)
• Vital tourism services e.g. ferries (score = 30)
Remarks/Example(s)
Source of Information Department of Communications Marine & Natural Resources Register
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MAP 11 WATER THEMED VISITOR CENTRES
Definition Visitor centres with a marine or water-based theme above 
a certain threshold number of visitors per annum.
Indicators The potential for attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors 
is expressed in terms of the capacity of the centres.
• 40,000 – 60,000 (score = 10)
• 60,000 – 90,000 (score = 20)
• > 90,000 (score = 30)
Remarks/Example(s) Examples are aquaria, water parks, aquadomes.
Source of Information Regional Tourism Authorities
MAP 11 WATER THEMED VISITOR CENTRES
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4.5 Mapping of External Factors
In the following maps numbered 12 to 16, the five main external factors influencing visitor
decisions to take up water-based leisure activities will be described in more detail, including
information regarding their definition, remarks on scoring and the source of information for the
indicators. Regarding the influence of external factors on visitor decisions, a scoring system is set
out and explained for each of the indicators given.
MAP 12 ACCOMMODATION
Definition The total number of beds per county for hotel and other accommodation.
Indicators To facilitate attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors, the total
number of beds is used. The number of beds in itself provides a relative
scoring between the various counties.
Remarks/Example(s) A breakdown has been given of the type of accommodation using the
following categories:
• 4 and 5 star hotels
• other hotels
• other accommodation
This breakdown however is not considered in the opportunity mapping
process, i.e. the total accomodation score is used. The scoring is based on 
giving the county with the most number of beds 30 points and relating 
all other counties to that number in a proportionate manner.
Source Fáilte Ireland
33
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MAP 13 NATIONAL ROADS
Definition The accessibility of all locations based on their distance to national roads.
Indicators To facilitate attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors, 
the distance of a given location to a national road will be essential. 
A distinction is made between motorways, primary roads and secondary
roads. Taking type of road and distance into account, the following
scoring can be obtained:
It should be noted that a given location will always be a certain distance
from each category road and as such the score will be made up of three
sub-scores. Therefore all scores have been reduced proportionately to
obtain a 1 to 30 scale.
Remarks/Example(s) • It should be noted that road infrastructure is improving continuously 
in Ireland and as such the data used only provides a snapshot in time.
The strategy aims at covering the period 2007 – 2013. It is anticipated 
that road infrastructure will be different towards the end of this period. 
• Distances have been presented on a “birds flight” basis, i.e. actual
distances to the various locations will always be longer. This approach
should therefore only be seen as an approximation of the accessibility
of the various locations.
• Travelling speed has been generalised based on the designation
of the road. 
Source of Information National Roads Authority
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Distance from Weight
National Road Secondary Primary Motorway
(km) (≈ 50km/hour) (≈ 80km/hour) (≈ 100km/hour)
score = 1 score = 2 score = 3
0–5 10 10 20 30
5–15 6 6 12 18
15–30 3 3 6 9
> 30 1 1 2 3
Travelling Speed
Belfast
Derry
Dublin
Galway City
Limerick
Cork
HIGH: 30 LOW: 3
N
LOW: 3 HIGH: 30
LEGEND
Distance from Roads (score 1 to 30)
          Primary Roads      Secondary Roads      Motorways 
 
MAP 13 NATIONAL ROADS
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MAP 14 AIRPORTS
Definition All regional and international airports.
Indicators To facilitate attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors, the
presence of an airport will be a factor. Furthermore the distance of a
given location to these airports will be important.
To this end all 12 Airports have been classified by type of airports, i.e.:
• Small regional airport (< 0.5 million / annum)
• Medium sized airport (0.5 – 2 million / annum)
• International airport (2 – 10 million / annum 
• Main international airport (> 10 million / annum)
The categories are 0–50 km, 50–100 km, 100–150 km and >150 km.
This results in the following matrix:
It should be noted that a given location will always be a certain distance
from each of the 12 airports and as such the score will be made up of 12 
sub-scores.Thus all scores are reduced proportionately to obtain a 1 to 
30 scale.
Remarks/Example(s) • The following airports have been considered (see Appendix A for
details): Belfast City Airport (Co. Antrim), Belfast International Airport
(Co. Antrim), Cork Airport (Co. Cork), City of Derry Airport 
(Co. Londonderry), Donegal International Airport (Co. Donegal), 
Dublin International Airport (Co. Dublin), Farranfore Regional Airport 
(Co. Kerry), Galway Airport (Co. Galway), Knock International Airport
(Co. Mayo), Shannon Airport (Co. Clare), Sligo Airport (Co. Sligo) 
and Waterford Airport (Co. Waterford).
• Regarding scoring and weighting:
• The combined weighting is such that the maximum score is 30.
• The distance intervals given have been chosen in line with expected
subsequent transport, e.g. mainly car rental. Weighting has been
based on giving 5 points to a location that can be reached within
1 hour (i.e. less than 50 km) and 1 point to a location that can be
reached only after 3 or more hours travelling (i.e. more than 150 km).
The other categories follow from these maximum and minimum scores.
• The weighting of the airports is more or less proportionate with the
number of passenger movements per annum.
• Distances have been presented on a ‘birds flight’ basis, i.e. actual
distances to the various locations will always be longer. This approach
should therefore be seen only as an approximation of the accessibility
of the various locations from the various airports.
Source of Information See Appendix A regarding sources used. 
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Distance from Weight
Airport Small Medium-sized International Main International
(km) < 0.5m pass/yr 0.5m – 2mpass/yr 2m –10m pass/yr > 10m pass/yr
score = 1 score = 2 score = 3 score = 6
0–50 5 (5 x 1 =) 5 (5 x 2 =) 10 (5 x 3 =) 15 (5 x 6 =) 30
50–100 3 (3 x 1 =) 3 (3 x 2 =) 6 (3 x 3 =) 9 (3 x 6 =) 18
100–150 2 (2 x 1 =) 2 (2 x 2 =) 4 (2 x 3 =) 6 (2 x 6 =) 12
>150 1 (1 x 1 =) 1 (1 x 2 =) 2 (1 x 3 =) 3 (1 x 6 =) 6
Type of Airport
Cork
Derry
Dublin
Belfast
Limerick
Galway City
LEGEND
Distance from Airport (score 1 to 30)
   Main International Airport International Airport
   Medium Airport Small Airport  
HIGH: 30 LOW: 14
N
LOW: 14 HIGH: 30
MAP 14 AIRPORTS
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Distance from Stations (km) Travelling Time Score
0–5 30
5–15 18
15–30 9
>30 3
MAP 15 RAILWAYS 
Definition Accessibility of all locations based on their distance to stations on the
main (Iarnrod Éireann) railway network. 
Indicators To facilitate attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors, 
the distance of a given location to a station will be of importance. 
Taking the distance to a station into account, the following scoring 
can be obtained:
Remarks/Example(s) • The distance intervals given have been chosen in line with expected
subsequent transport, e.g. walking, local bus or taxi.
• It should be noted that no distinction is made between the 
various stations.
• Distances have been presented on a “birds flight” basis, i.e. actual
distances to the various locations will always be longer. This approach
should therefore only be seen as an approximation of the accessibility
of the various locations from the various airports.
Source of Information ESRI Map Data 2002
MAP 15 RAILWAYS 
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LEGEND
Distance from Railway Stations (score 1 to 30)
  Railways        Railway Stations   
 3      9     18 30  
HIGHLOW
N
Cork
Derry
Dublin
Belfast
Limerick
Galway City
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MAP 16  CAR FERRY PORTS
Definition International car ferry ports.
Indicators To facilitate attracting water-based tourism and leisure visitors, 
the presence of a car ferry port with connections to a variety of other
destinations will be of importance. Furthermore the distance of a given
location to these car ferry ports will be important. To this end all 6 car
ferry ports have been classified based on their passenger numbers, i.e.:
• Small ferry ports (< 1 million / annum).
• Medium sized ferry ports (1 – 3 million / annum).
• Major ferry ports (> 3 million / annum). 
• The distance categories are 0 – 50 km, 50 – 100 km, 100 – 150 km 
and > 150 km.
This results in the following matrix:
It should be noted that a given location will always be a certain
distance from each ferryport and as such the score will be made up of 
6 sub-scores. Therefore all scores have been reduced proportionately to
obtain a 1 to 30 scale.
Remarks/Example(s) The following car ferry ports have been considered (please see Appendix
A for more details): Port of Belfast (Co. Antrim), Port of Cork (Co. Cork),
Dublin Port (Co. Dublin), Dun Laoghaire Port (Co. Dublin), Port of Larne
(Co. Antrim), Rosslare Europort (Co. Wexford).
Regarding scoring and weighting:
• The combined weighting is such that the maximum score is 30.
• The distance intervals given have been chosen in line with expected
subsequent transport, e.g. mainly use of own car. Weighting has been
based on giving 10 points to a location that can be reached within 1
hour (i.e. less than 50 km) and 1 point to a location that can be reached
only after 3 or more hours travelling (i.e. more than 150 km). The other
categories follow from these maximum and minimum scores.
• The weighting of the ferry ports is more or less proportionate with 
the number of passenger movements per annum.
Source of Information See Appendix A regarding sources used.
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Distance from Weight Size of Ferry Port
Ferry Port Small Medium-sized Large
(km) < 1m pass/yr 1m – 3m pass/yr < 3m pass/yr
score = 1 score = 2 score = 3
0–50 10 (10x1 =) 10 (10x2 =) 20 (10x3 =) 30
50–100 6 (6x1 =) 6 (6x2 =) 12 (6x3 =) 18
100–150 3 (3x1 =) 3 (3x2 =) 6 (3x3 =) 9
>150 1 (1x1 =) 1 (1x2 =) 2 (1x3 =) 3
Size of Ferry Port
Cork
Derry
Dublin
Belfast
Limerick
Galway City
LEGEND
Distance from Ferry Port (score 1 to 30)
   Small Ferry Port       Medium-sized Ferry Port       Large Ferry Port
LOW HIGHHIG : 30: 5
N
MAP 16  CAR FERRY PORTS
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4.6 Interrelationships Between Activities and External Factors 
Once all the data for the input maps has been obtained and stored in the GIS-database, the
opportunity mapping exercise can take place. The potential of an area to attract visitors is given
for each of the activity maps and subsequently for the (integrated) opportunity maps.
The first step is to investigate the potential of each activity and the prevailing external factors.
This will focus on scores for: 
> the quality of the activity;
> the extent to which other tourism facilities (using accommodation as an indicator) are present;
> the extent to which visitors can readily access the various areas (using distance as an indicator
distance from roads, airports, railways and ferry ports).
As described in the section 4.5, the potential of all activities and all external factors has been
given on a scale of 1 to 30. Therefore for each location where an activity takes place, 6 scores
have been defined, i.e. the scores for:
A the potential of the activity itself (scale of 1 to 30);
B the potential of the accommodation (scale of 1 to 30);
C the potential of the roads (scale of 1 to 30);
D the potential of the airports (scale of 1 to 30);
E the potential of the railways (scale of 1 to 30);
F the potential of the ferry ports (scale of 1 to 30).
Therefore each activity location can be characterised by 6 scores: (A, B, C, D, E, F).
The potential of an area to attract water-based leisure visitors can only be favourable if activities
are present in that area and if essential services (e.g. accommodation) are available and the area is
accessible (e.g. infrastructure). To what degree accommodation and infrastructure need to be
present, depends on the visitor, i.e. the target group. For example, overseas visitors will view
accommodation and accessibility differently to domestic visitors. The second step, therefore, is to
arrive at a weighting for the different activities and external factors, taking the visitor target group
into consideration.
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On the one hand, it will be important to use a weighting to reflect the importance of the various
activities relative to each other. On the other hand, it will be important to establish a combined
weighting to reflect the interrelationship between the activities and the external factors.
Weighting of Activities
The importance of activities relative to each other is reflected in the number of visitors that make
use of an activity. For example, an activity that typically attracts 20,000 visitors per annum should
be weighted more heavily than an activity that attracts 5,000 visitors per annum. 
Each of the activities has therefore been investigated regarding the typical, average number of
visitors per annum. In each case a representative value was defined, based on analysis of detailed
data as well as consultation with experts in the field. A number of classes were defined to this
end (1,000, 5,000, 10,000, 25,000 and 50,000 visitors per annum) and each activity was
subsequently allocated to a class. The Table below presents the classes and allocated weights.
Activity Class (Typical Value) Weight*
[visitors / annum]
Beaches 10,000 11%
Diving Centres 5,000 5%
Visitor Marinas 1,000 1%
Sailing, Boating 
and Watersports Centres 5,000 5%
Sea Angling Charters 1,000 1%
Inland Angling 5,000 5%
Coastal and Waterway Walks 1,000 1%
Whale and Dolphin Watching 1,000 1%
Navigable Inland Waterways 5,000 5%
Small Tourism Vessels 10,000 10%
Water Theme Visitor Centres 50,000 53%
Table 1 Activity Classification and Weighting
The Consultants realise that variation / exceptions may occur within an activity. It is however felt
that exceptions will generally not affect the overall strategy development. Such exceptions are
however noted and dealt with qualitatively in the analysis. 
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Combined Weighting
To arrive at a combined weighting (i.e. the interrelationship between activities and
accommodation / accessibility), it is important to understand the various types of visitor. 
A visitor by definition is someone who visits a certain location for at least one night. Two 
main distinctions have been made to illustrate the impact of the visitor:
> visitors that make use of ‘intensive use activity’ versus ‘extensive use activity’;
> ‘domestic visitors’ versus ‘overseas visitors’.
This can be illustrated by the following examples:
1 Diving generally will involve a limited number of visitors to any given dive site and as such can
be characterised as an extensive use activity. As diving activity is extensive, the availability of
accommodation, in general, will be of less importance and similarly so for accessibility (as most
visitors who go diving are domestic). 
2 When the sun shines, beaches experience large numbers of visitors and they are used
intensively by both day-trippers and overnight visitors. Because of the potential for large
numbers of beach visitors, accommodation in the vicinity of a beach is important. However as
trips to the beach are mainly a domestic tourism activity, the proximity of airports and car
ferries play relatively little part in the decision to visit a beach.
3 Boating on inland waterways, may be classified as an extensive activity, therefore accessibility to
the country and to the waterway has a major influence on the holiday decision.
In the case of all eleven activities, the Marine Institute has consulted with relevant operators,
administrators and expertise to determine the balance between intensive / extensive use and
domestic / overseas demand.
In table 2, the importance of these criteria is given for each activity. In both cases it is assumed
that intensive versus extensive and domestic versus overseas are complementary to each other.
The degree to which each is extensive / intensive or domestic / overseas is scaled from 1 to 10.
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Extensive Intensive Domestic International
Beaches 2 8 9 1
Diving 6 4 7 3
Marinas 7 3 8 2
Sailing, Boating & Water Sports Centres 4 6 7 3
Sea Angling Charters 5 5 5 5
Inland Angling 4 6 5 5
Coastal and Waterway Walks 6 4 5 5
Whale and Dolphin Watching 8 2 8 2
Navigable Inland Waterways 6 4 2 8
Small Tourism Vessels 4 6 7 3
Water Theme Visitor Centres 2 8 7 3
Table 2 Weighting and Market Demand for Intensive and Extensive Activities
The importance of external factors, relative to each other, is distinguished through the allocation
of base weights. This weighting provides a general indication of the importance of the external
factors relative to each other for the whole of the water-based tourism and leisure market. Based
on a 50 point scale, the Consultants have divided the importance of accommodation versus
accessibility on a 20:30 ratio. 
This results in the following base weighting for external factors: 
Accommodation Roads Airports Ferries Railways Total
20 15 9 5 1 50
20 30 50
Although both types of external factors are very important, it is felt that accessibility will often be
a greater deciding factor for a visitor than accommodation, hence the chosen ratio. This leaves a
base weight of 30 to be divided between the four accessibility external factors. As roads are used
by all visitors (domestic as well as overseas), this is the most important factor and has been given
half of the weight, i.e. 15. As rail is by far the least influential, this has been given the minimum
number of points, i.e. 1. This leaves a total weight of 14 to be divided between airports and ferry
ports. Assuming that the relative number of visitors involved in both cases are the same, the total
number of passenger movements per annum was used as a general indicator for this. On this
assumption, a ratio of 9:5 was used. 
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In order to arrive at the combined weighting it is essential to establish the strongest
interrelationships between the type of visitor (intensive / extensive and domestic / overseas) and
each of the external factors (accommodation, roads, airports, railways and ferry ports). A visitor
will have certain main demands regarding each of the external factors. The following strong
interrelationships were identified:
> visitors that make use of ‘intensive use’ activities and the presence of accommodation;
> visitors that make use of ‘intensive use’ activities and the presence of roads and railways;
> international visitors and the presence of airports and ferry ports. 
Based on these assumptions the combined weighting can be derived as follow
Current/Projected Trends Accomodation Main Airports Railways Car 
in Use and Market Demand Roads Ferries
Activity Class 
(Typical 
Value) Weight Extensive Intensive Domestic International 20 15 9 1 5
Beaches 10000 11% 2 8 9 1 32 24 1.8 1.6 1
Diving 5000 5% 6 4 7 3 16 12 2.7 0.8 3
Marinas 1000 1% 7 3 8 2 12 9 1.8 0.6 2
Sailing, Boating 
& Water Sports Centres 5000 5% 4 6 7 3 24 18 2.7 1.2 3
Sea Angling Charters 1000 1% 5 5 5 5 20 15 4.5 1 5
Inland Angling 5000 5% 4 6 5 5 24 18 4.5 1.2 5
Coastal and 
Waterway Walks 1000 1% 6 4 5 5 16 12 4.5 0.8 5
Whale and 
Dolphin Watching 1000 1% 8 2 8 2 8 6 1.8 0.4 2
Navigable Inland 
Waterways 5000 5% 6 4 2 8 16 12 7.2 0.8 8
Small Tourism Vessels 10000 11% 4 6 7 3 24 18 2.7 1.2 3
Water Theme 
Visitor Centres 50000 53% 2 8 7 3 32 24 2.7 1.6 3
Table 3 Relative Importance Between Activities and External Factors
Table 3 illustrates the weighting for:
> relative importance between activities (dark green shade);
> combined importance of activities and each external factor (light green shading).
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Input to the other columns is based on consultation of market data and key stakeholders.
Examples of Weight Calculation:
1 Combination Beaches and Accommodation, combined weight is 32
> accommodation depends on whether the activity is intensive use
> intensive + extensive always equals 10, therefore the average weight is 5 
> the base weight for “accommodation” is 20, the weight for “intensive” for Beaches is 8
> therefore, the relative combined weight is 20 X (8/5) = 32.
2 Combination Whale and Dolphin Watching and Car Ferries, combined weight is 2
> ‘car ferries’ depends on whether the activity attracts international visitors
> domestic + international always equals 10, therefore the average weight is 5 
> the base weight for “car ferries” is 5, the weight for “international” for Whale and Dolphin
Watching is 2
> therefore, the relative combined weight is 5 X (2/5) = 2.
4.7 Tourism Trends 
In order to identify opportunities for product development the actual number of visitors to 
the various areas is relevant. Data was collated from Fáilte Ireland and concerns information
pertaining to the seven tourism regions in 2002, 2003 and 2004. This data is given in Table 4,
including a breakdown of visitor numbers (overseas, domestic and Northern Ireland).
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Region Year Overseas Domestic Northern Ireland Total
Visitors Visitors Visitors
Dublin 2002 3,306,000 856,000 186,000 4,348,000
2003 3,445,000 893,000 171,000 4,509,000
2004 3,680,000 976,000 192,000 4,848,000
South West 2002 1,599,000 1,315,000 46,000 2,960,000
2003 1,156,000 1,287,000 47,000 2,850,000
2004 1,578,000 1,428,000 51,000 3,057,000
West 2002 1,190,000 1,144,000 61,000 2,395,000
2003 1,159,000 1,249,000 82,000 2,490,000
2004 1,250,000 1,251,000 43,000 2,544,000
South East 2002 910,000 1,024,000 8,000 1,942,000
2003 905,000 1,042,000 9,000 1,956,000
2004 974,000 1,113,000 11,000 2,098,000
Shannon 2002 995,000 812,000 20,000 1,827,000
2003 983,000 818,000 26,000 1,827,000
2004 1,075,000 791,000 51,000 1,917,000
Midlands East 2002 759,000 755,000 37,000 1,551,000
2003 775,000 802,000 42,000 1,619,000
2004 777,000 873,000 30,000 1,680,000
North West 2002 424,000 546,000 199,000 1,169,000
2003 475,000 566,000 219,000 1,260,000
2004 487,000 569,000 234,000 1,290,000
Table 4 Visitor numbers per Tourism Region for 2002 – 2004 (Source: Fáilte Ireland)
The data given in Table 4 is also presented graphically below:
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Tourism Figures 2002 – 2004 (visitors per annum)
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The data regarding 2004 has also been presented on Map 17.
From the table and graph above, the following can be concluded:
> The Dublin Region is shown to be strong in attracting visitors, while the North-West is shown
to be relatively weak. Among the remaining regions, the South-West and West are strongest.
> Over the total period (2002 to 2004), all regions show growth, with the strongest growth in the
Dublin Region, mainly as a result from growth in overseas tourists. It should be noted that the
South-West showed a decline in visitors in 2003, mainly as a result of a drop in overseas visits.
However, this decline, probably due to a decrease in visitors from the United States,  was nearly
completely recovered in 2004. 
> Visitors from Northern Ireland have a noticeable impact only on the Dublin Region and the
North-West.
> Based on 2004 figures, overseas visitors constituted 56%, domestic visitors 40% and visitors
from Northern Ireland 4% of the total number of visitors.
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MAP 17 ACTUAL VISITOR NUMBERS PER TOURISM REGION (2004)
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N
LEGEND
  Actual Number of Visitors Domestic Visitors         Overseas Visitors             Northern Ireland Visitors
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1680000
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1290000
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Aggregated Data on Activities and External Factors
In section 4 the basis for the opportunity mapping has been provided, i.e. the quality of water-
based tourism and leisure activities and prevailing external factors have been described as well 
as their interrelationships. These together with the data on actual visitors per region provide the
input necessary for opportunity mapping and further analysis. The opportunity maps provide
quantitative insight to strengths and weaknesses in the various areas. In all cases, conclusions 
are supported with other (qualitative) information that has been collated during the strategy
development process.
The results of the opportunity mapping are presented in maps 18 to 21. This pertains to
aggregation of the data regarding:
> the overall potential of activities per county (Map 18)
> the influence of all external factors (Map 19)
> the potential for attracting visitors based on activities and accommodation (Map 20)
> the potential for attracting visitors based on activities and all external factors (Map 21).
5.1 Overall Potential of Water-based Tourism and Leisure Activities per County
MAP 18  ACTIVITIES SCORES PER COUNTY
Definition Map 18 illustrates the overall potential of the activities per county for
attracting visitors, taking their relative weighting into consideration. In
doing so the synergy between activities is reflected per county.
Analysis re methodology Remarks:
> Aggregation is based on the 11 selected activities per county. 
> A drawback is that synergy of activities across county borders is 
not considered.
> A drawback is the synergy with Northern Ireland water-based tourism
and leisure activities is not considered.
> The total scores per county do not reflect an absolute value of 
potential, but only reflect the relative potential between the counties.
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5 Opportunity Mapping Results
MAP 18 ACTIVITIES SCORES PER COUNTY 
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5.2 Influence of Accommodation and Access
MAP 19 INFLUENCE OF ACCOMMODATION, ROADS, AIRPORTS, RAILWAYS AND CAR FERRIES
Definition Map 19 illustrates the suitability of all external factors for attracting
visitors throughout the country, taking their base weighting into
consideration.
Analysis re methodology Remarks:
> The map is based on the weighted input of maps 16(Car Ferry Ports), 
15 (Railways), 14 (Airports), 13 (Roads), 12 (Accomodation). 
> Dominant factors are the influence of Accommodation (40%), Roads
(30%) and Airports (18%). Of lesser impact are Car Ferry Ports (10%) 
and Railways (2%) . 
> The scores given (see colour coding) do not reflect an absolute value 
of suitability, but reflect the relative suitability between the various
locations.
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MAP 19 INFLUENCE OF ACCOMMODATION, ROADS, AIRPORTS, RAILWAYS AND CAR FERRIES
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5.3 Potential for Attracting Visitors
MAP 20 POTENTIAL FOR ATTRACTING VISITORS BASED ON ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMMODATION
Definition Map 20 illustrates the potential for attracting visitors per county based
on all water-based tourism and leisure activities and the external factor
accommodation.
Analysis re methodology Remarks:
> This map is based on maps 1 - 11 (Activities) in combination with map
12 (Accommodation).
> Aggregation is carried out on a county basis. A drawback is that
synergy of activities and accommodation across county borders is not
considered.
> The results take the relative weighting of activities into consideration 
as well as the combined weight for each activity and accommodation.
> The total scores per county do not reflect an absolute value of
potential, but only reflect the relative potential between the counties.
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MAP 20 POTENTIAL FOR ATTRACTING VISITORS BASED ON ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMMODATION
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5.4 Potential for Attracting Visitors based on Activities and External Factors
MAP 21 POTENTIAL FOR ATTRACTING VISITORS BASED ON ACTIVITIES AND EXTERNAL FACTORS
Definition In addition to activity/accommodation linkages (map 20), overseas
visitors are influenced by the degree of accessibility a product possesses.
Map 21 is useful in indicating the potential to attract visitors to each
county based on all water-based tourism and leisure activities and all
external factors (i.e. accommodation, roads, airports, railways and car
ferry ports).
Analysis re methodology Remarks:
> This map is based on map 1 - 11 (Activities) in combination with maps 
12 - 16 (External Factors).
> Aggregation is carried out on a county basis. A drawback is that
synergy of activities and accommodation across county borders is not
considered. This drawback does not apply to external factors as these
have been determined independently of county and country borders. 
> The results take the relative weighting of activities into consideration as
well as the combined weight for each activity and the external factors.
> The total scores per county do not reflect an absolute value of
potential, but only reflect the relative potential between the counties.
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MAP 21 POTENTIAL FOR ATTRACTING VISITORS BASED ON ACTIVITIES AND EXTERNAL FACTORS
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5.5 Marketing Platforms
Aggregated Data and Marketing Platforms
Aggregated maps have been generated for four selected market definitions or platforms as used
by Fáilte Ireland. These are: ‘Spirit of Adventure’, ‘Trails and Ways’, ‘Family Adventure’ and
‘Balanced Living’. The opportunity mapping approach is identical for each of these, i.e. for each
platform the maps illustrate the overall potential of the activities that are linked to the platform
for each county, taking their relative weighting into consideration. A single summary below
illustrates the definition and the analysis regarding the methodology.
MAP 22 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM ‘SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE’ PER COUNTY
MAP 23 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM ‘TRAILS AND WAYS’ PER COUNTY
MAP 24 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM ‘FAMILY ADVENTURE’ PER COUNTY
MAP 25 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM ‘BALANCED LIVING’ PER COUNTY
Definition Each map illustrates the overall potential of the activities linked to a
platform per county for attracting visitors, taking their relative weighting
into consideration. 
Analysis re methodology Remarks:
> ‘Spirit of Adventure’ is based on the aggregation of 8 activities:
Beaches (1), Diving Centres (2), Visitor Marinas (3), Sailing, Boating &
Watersports Centres (4), Sea Angling Charters (5), Inland Angling (6),
Coastal and Waterway Walks (7) and Navigable Inland Waterways (9).
> ‘Trails and Ways’ is based on aggregation of 4 activities: Coastal and
Waterway Walks (7), Whale and Dolphin Watching (8), Navigable Inland
Waterways (9) and Small Tourism Vessels (10).
> ‘Family Adventure’ is based on the aggregation of 8 activities: 
Beaches (1), Sailing, Boating & Watersports Centres (4), Sea Angling
Charters (5), Inland Angling (6), Coastal and Waterway Walks (7), Whale
and Dolphin Watching (8), Navigable Inland Waterways (9) and Small 
Tourism Vessels (10).
> ‘Balanced Living’ is based on the aggregation of 9 activities: 
Beaches (1), Sailing, Boating & Watersports Centres (4), Sea Angling
Charters (5), Inland Angling (6), Coastal and Waterway Walks (7), Whale
and Dolphin Watching (8), Navigable Inland Waterways (9), Small
Tourism Vessel (10) and Water Themed Visitor Centres (11).
> Aggregation is carried out per county. Drawback is that synergy of
activities for the platform across county borders is not considered.
> A drawback is the synergy with Northern Ireland water-based tourism
and leisure activities is not considered.
> The total scores per county do not reflect an absolute value of
potential, but only reflect the relative potential between the counties
for the platform presented.
MAP 22 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM “SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE” PER COUNTY
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MAP 23 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM “TRAILS AND WAYS” PER COUNTY
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MAP 24 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM “FAMILY ADVENTURE” PER COUNTY
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MAP 25 ACTIVITIES SCORES FOR PLATFORM “BALANCED LIVING” PER COUNTY
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6 Identification of Development Opportunities
and Gaps
6.1 Conclusions on the Methodology Used
> An assessment of product development opportunities that integrate with and underpin
development objectives for the sector for 2007 – 2013 has been carried out using the opportunity
mapping approach. This GIS based approach combines information related to selected water-
based tourism and leisure activities and selected external factors in a systematic way. 
> The selected water-based tourism and leisure activities, when combined, can be seen as
representative of the water-based tourism and leisure sector. These are: Beaches; Diving
Centres; Visitor Marinas; Sailing, Boating and Watersports Centres; Sea Angling Charters; Inland
Angling; Coastal and Waterway Walks; Whale and Dolphin Watching; Navigable Inland
Waterways; Small Tourism Vessels and Water-themed Visitor Centres.
> The main external factors that are essential to water-based tourism and leisure activities
concern local facilities such as accommodation as well as accessibility. Visitor accommodation
(number of beds) has been identified as the main indicator of tourism importance in each
county. Regarding accessibility, the following factors have been considered: roads, airports,
railways and car ferry ports.
> To establish the potential for attracting visitors, each of the activities, as well as external factors,
have been scored and weighted. This has been carried out in consultation with key
stakeholders and the scores derived have been verified.
> Although all scoring and weighting has been carried out with the utmost care, it should be noted
that some information may be inadvertently omitted or incorrect. It is the consultants’ view that
this will have a negligible impact on the results of the opportunity mapping carried out.
> The mapping data is presented in an aggregated form. Detailed background information for
each individual activity is attached in the appendices in order to provide insight into the data
‘behind’ the opportunity mapping exercise. 
> The weighting calculations are provided to reflect the relative importance between activities as
far as visitor numbers are concerned as well as the interrelationship between the activities and
the external factors.
> The potential for attracting visitors has been determined (a) based on the eleven selected
activities together with “accommodation” as the only external factor (See Map 20), and (b)
based on the eleven selected activities together with “accommodation and access” as external
factors (See Map 21).
> Both maps allow for comparison of potential for attracting visitors on a county basis. This
analysis covers the Republic of Ireland only.
> An analysis by means of the opportunity mapping approach can only be undertaken effectively
when supported by other qualitative assessments. These assessments have been carried out
Water-based Tourism and Leisure Product Audit 2006
within the broader strategy development process and take account of local authority planning
processes; foreshore planning; availability of investment; state aid rules; displacement threats 
to existing business; environmental issues; legal issues; cross border or cross county influences
and relationships; political imperatives; public asset management structures.
> This analysis does not consider non-water-based tourism and leisure activities and as such 
does not consider other needs that visitors may have. 
6.2 Conclusions on Product Development
The consultants have completed a detailed assessment of eleven key water-based tourism
and leisure activities. All activities were scored on a county basis and then mapped to
demonstrate their relative advantage and strength. This results in a quantitative assessment 
using the opportunity mapping approach, supported by qualitative assessments that have 
been carried out within the wider strategy development process. Conclusions are as follows 
(see also referenced maps and tables):
6.2.1  Strength of Marine/Coastal Product based on Aggregated Scores (Map 18)
> There is a strong product base in Counties Kerry and Cork with well developed activities that
are packaged and marketed by local tourism providers; 
> Donegal, Galway, Clare, Dublin, Mayo and Wexford are well endowed with natural resources
but need to follow the lead of Kerry and Cork in organising and packaging attractive tourism
products;
> Waterford, Wicklow, Sligo, Louth have more limited potential in terms of their endowment of
natural resources;
> Because of their short coastlines, Leitrim, Meath and Limerick are the coastal counties with least
marine tourism potential.
6.2.2  Strength of Water Based Product in Inland Counties (Map 18)
> Due to lack of access to the sea, the aggregate scores for inland counties were much lower
than those of coastal counties;
> The main inland tourism and leisure water-based products are angling, boat hire on inland
waterways and water-themed visitor centres;
> These products have significant tourism potential and should be developed by the tourism
industry in conjunction with the relevant authorities, in particular the Inland Fisheries Service
and Waterways Ireland. 
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6.2.3  Influence of Accommodation and Accessibility (Map 19)
> The most favourable access conditions are present in the Dublin and Midlands East region, 
and in Cork, Kerry and Galway areas;
> The least favourable access conditions apply to West Donegal, North Mayo, Leitrim and parts 
of the midlands;
> However, in overall terms the experience of West Kerry demonstrates that poor access
infrastructure can be overcome. This can be achieved through product development, branding
and target marketing to attract overseas and high-spend domestic visitors to water-based
activities that are packaged with local accommodation.
6.2.4  Potential for Packaging Water-based Leisure Activities with Mainstream Tourism
Services to the Domestic Market (Map 20)
> Using accommodation as an indicator of the strength of the tourism industry at county level
(map 12) combined with the strength of the water-based tourism product base (map 18), map
20 provides an indication of the opportunities for packaging and promotion;
> This shows that most of the western seaboard counties have the resources and
accommodation stock to develop a strong product base capable of attracting significant
numbers of domestic tourists;
> Kerry, Cork and Dublin have immediate potential for enhanced packaging and promotion, and
have relatively few product gaps; 
> Galway, Donegal, Clare and Mayo require some investment in product gaps but could quickly
justify this investment resulting in increased visitor numbers. There is also an obvious need for
greater organisation of products linked to packaging by the tourism industry;
> Wexford, Wicklow, Waterford show less potential and a greater number of product gaps.
However, marine resources can still play a significant part in the development of tourism in
these areas in the medium term.
6.2.5  Attractiveness of Water-based Activities to Overseas Visitors  (Map 21) 
> Map 21 combines the impact of access infrastructure (roads, airports, ferry ports, rail) with the
strength of the tourism industry in each county (using accommodation as an indicator) to
provide an indicator of relative potential to package and promote water-based leisure activities
to the overseas market;
> Most of the western seaboard counties have the potential to attract overseas tourists;
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> Kerry, Dublin, Cork and Galway (in this order) have demonstrated potential followed by
Donegal, Clare and Wexford; 
> Mayo, Wicklow, Waterford, Sligo and Louth also should show potential, but need to balance
product development with the various external factors;
> As mentioned before, inland counties are disadvantaged by distance from the sea but counties
Roscommon and Westmeath have set a standard for other midland areas to follow.
6.3 Conclusions on Product Gaps, Marketing Platforms 
and Regional Tourism Balance
Using the opportunity mapping process, the consultants have identified requirements for
infrastructure and product development. These are set out below. The analysis concentrates on
marine and coastal leisure as this is clearly where Ireland’s comparative advantage lies.
6.3.1  Product Gaps (Tables 6.1 and 6.2)
> Taken together, these tables indicate the product strengths and weaknesses in marine tourism
in Ireland;
> All counties need to improve the standard of beach management. Irish beaches are typically
clean and safe for bathing at but basic tourism services commonly seen abroad are generally
absent. Beaches are the responsibility of local authorities and there are usually few commercial
linkages to the tourism industry;
> With the exception of beach management, Kerry and Cork have achieved substantial
integration of marine and water-based leisure activities with organised tourism;
> The most obvious product gap is way-marked coastal walking routes. Twelve counties stand 
to benefit from their development. This will undoubtedly require the involvement of Local
Authorities and State Agencies in reaching agreement with landowners on access, insurance
and maintenance;
> Public Bodies will also need to become involved in the completion of the visitor marina
network around the Irish coastline, particularly in the area from South Clare to North Donegal.
Where possible, this effort should focus on creating transparent planning conditions to attract
private investors and operators;
> Diving, sailing / boating / water sports, sea angling, whale / dolphin watching, small tourism
vessels and visitor centres should be developed by the tourism industry on a demand-led basis.
This can be greatly facilitated by clear policies around planning and foreshore permissions for
marine and water-based tourism. There may also be opportunities for public-private
partnership ventures where socio-economic gaps exist;
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> There is strong potential for improved game angling products in Kerry, Cork, Donegal, Clare
and Leitrim. There also appears to be cross border potential for the development of a maritime
canal link between Donegal and Fermanagh.
6.3.2  Marketing Platforms (Table 6.3 and Maps 22 to 25)
> In addition to the general conclusions reached above on domestic and overseas market potential
(maps 20 and 21), the consultants have considered six market platforms defined by Fáilte Ireland
and based on existing visitor trends. These are indicative of the type of activity “packages” visitors
prefer. Four of these platforms appear suited to marine/coastal tourism activities.
> Table 6.3 summarises the information contained in maps 22 to 25 (one map for each platform).
The table lists the coastal counties that are most likely to achieve success in pursuing these
markets based on the combination of products and tourism quality they provide;
> In broad terms, most of the western seaboard counties are capable of marketing to these niche
markets with the exception of Sligo and Leitrim where more time is needed to develop
suitable products. Counties on the east and southeast coasts also lag behind, with the
exception of Dublin which can compete very successfully.
6.3.3  Regional Balance in Marine Tourism (Map 17)
> This map demonstrates a wide variation in regional tourism performance that is now an
established trend across the regions. The Northwest is a serious under-performer. Donegal, 
in particular, has the resources and accommodation base to benefit quickly from a greater
concentration on the development of marine tourism;
> Within the Shannon region, Clare has the capacity to do likewise;
> In the Eastern region Wicklow and Louth also stand to benefit, albeit in the longer term.
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7 Recommendations
Based on the foregoing analysis, the consultants consider that Ireland possesses an impressive water-
based tourism and leisure resource. With proper organisation, development and management, the
country has the potential to significantly increase the number of overseas visitors. The following are
the consultant’s main recommendations to achieve this potential.
7.1 Comparative Advantage in Marine Tourism
> Inland water leisure products have significant tourism potential and should be developed 
by the tourism industry in conjunction with the relevant authorities, in particular the Inland
Fisheries Service and Waterways Ireland;
> Ireland holds a significant comparative advantage over many European countries in terms of
the quality and extent of its coastal / marine activities and scenery. It should make full use of
this in promoting itself as the ‘emerald isle’.
7.2 Product Development Priorities in Marine Tourism
1 Though the coastal resource is of importance to a multiplicity of tourism businesses, no one
body or agency holds authority or responsibility for development of marine or coastal tourism.
There is a clear need for a national policy and lead agency if marine / coastal tourism is to reach
its full potential;
2 The tourism authorities should work with the industry to further develop the packaging,
promotion and marketing of water-based leisure holidays in Kerry and Cork, both to the
domestic and overseas markets. These counties have relatively few product / service gaps 
but will require ongoing maintenance and management of key resources;
3 In addition to Kerry and Cork, the following counties have demonstrated potential to fit quickly
within four of Fáilte Ireland’s marketing platforms but will require significant support to fill the
identified product / service gaps and to organise, manage, integrate and market their products:
Donegal, Galway, Clare, Dublin and Mayo;
4 Wexford, Waterford, Wicklow, Sligo and Louth also have strong resource bases and can develop
as attractive destinations in the short to medium term. The information contained in this report
will assist them to address their weaknesses. They require immediate support to fill the
identified product/service gaps;
5 Leitrim, Meath and Limerick are in a relatively weak position because of their less extensive
coastlines but have potential to attract visitors in the longer term based on filling the product/
service gaps identified;
6 Marine tourism is strong in a number of counties that are lagging behind in general tourism
trends. The case for concentration of additional effort to fast track the development of products
in these areas should be further examined;
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7 Counties with strong tourism industries that are customer focussed will fare best in promoting
marine tourism. A proliferation of natural resources is not sufficient in itself. Therefore, in
addition to all the above, Ireland’s tourism authorities should support the development of
training and water-based leisure knowledge among employees in the sector;
8 Most water / marine leisure holidays in Europe today are sold via the internet. Typically, people
like to customise their own packages including activities, accommodation and transport.
Therefore, there is a need to build a market presence on the internet and to ensure that water-
based holiday offerings are branded and integrated with other tourism services. Ireland’s
coastal counties are capable of building their own individual brands and those mentioned at 2
and 3 above are in a particularly strong position to do so in the short to medium term. County
or regionally-based water-based holiday websites should be linked to Fáilte Ireland’s site with
standards overseen by the recommended lead agency;
9 Specific details of product and service gaps are set out in the body of this report and in particular
at table 6.2. However, in general terms it is worth reiterating a number of obvious requirements:
> Improved beach facilities with services for families and water sports enthusiasts;
> Visitor marina facilities between South Clare and North Donegal;
> Improved sea angling and tourism vessel access via small piers and harbours could be
developed quickly on the East / Southeast / West / Northwest coasts;
> Development of coastal walking routes;
> Sea trips / small tourism vessels on East and South East Coast and in the area from Clew Bay
to Donegal Bay;
> Accredited dive centres on the West and East coasts;
> There may be scope for additional marine themed visitor centres in Mayo, Donegal 
and Louth. Every effort should be made to come up with innovative ideas, e.g. the lifecycle
and travels of the Irish salmon, coastal environmental awareness linked to research and
formal education;
> On the west coast and in the Gaeltacht, there may be scope for island visits linked to Irish
culture and language;
> Scope for harbour visits linked to local cuisine and seafood along the entire coastline of Ireland.
In overall terms, there is a clear and distinct opportunity to build on Ireland’s unique location as
Europe’s most westerly island promoting “wet & wild” or “passive” activities set in a natural
environment with spectacular coastal scenery.
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Appendices
APPENDIX A: Sources of Information Regarding Airports, 
Car Ferries and Accommodation
Airports
AIRPORT MAIN STATUS INFORMATION SOURCE / COMMENT
Dublin International Annual Report 2004, Dublin Airport Authority Plc 
Belfast International International Belfast International Airport Ltd. For Y/E 31st Mar 2006 
Belfast City International www.belfastcityairport.com
Cork International & Regional Annual Report 2004, Dublin Airport Authority plc 
Shannon International& Regional Annual Report 2004, Dublin Airport Authority plc 
Knock International & Regional Department of Transport
Kerry Regional Department of Transport
Galway Regional Department of Transport
Derry Int'l & Regional City of Derry Airport 
Waterford Regional Department of Transport
Donegal Regional Department of Transport
Sligo Regional Department of Transport
AIRPORT MAIN STATUS MOST RECENT PROPOSED
ANNUAL FIGURES SCORE
Dublin International 17,062,216 6
Belfast International International 4,000,000 3
Belfast City International 2,500,000 3
Cork International & Regional 2,235,111 3
Shannon International & Regional 1,940,317 3
Knock International & Regional 530,084 2
Kerry Regional 382,678 1
Galway Regional 253,309 1
Derry International & Regional 205,821 1
Waterford Regional 74,357 1
Donegal Regional 47,776 1
Sligo Regional 39,593 1
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Car Ferry Ports
Car Ferry Port
Belfast Liverpool Stranraer Stranraer
Norse Merchant Stena Stena
605280 2730000 1820000
Cork Roscoff Swansea
Brittany Swansea
62400 Cork
468000
Dublin Holyhead Holyhead Liverpool Liverpool Liverpool Holyhead
Norse 
Irish Ferries Irish Ferries Merchant P&O P&O Stena
1365000 1164800 212160 47424 127920 819000
Dun Laoghaire Holyhead
Stena
1638000
Larne Troon Fleetwood Fleetwood Fleetwood
P&O Stena Stena Stena
313040 14040 27664 29120
Rosslare Cherbourg Cherb/Ros Pembroke Fishguard Fishguard
Celtic Link Irish Ferries Irish Ferries Stena Stena
22464 156000 1601600 281008 480480
77
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ACCOMMODATION 
Attributes Scores 
County 4-5 Star Hotel Beds Other Hotel Beds Other Accomodation Total Beds Total
Carlow 0 618 961 1579 1
Cavan 493 848 1347 2688 2
Clare 376 5178 7672 13226 10
Cork 1656 6879 13910 22445 17
Donegal 603 5230 6817 12650 10
Dublin 10286 20243 8153 38682 30
Galway 2767 6602 11456 20825 16
Kerry 3019 8977 14416 26412 20
Kildare 349 1807 783 2939 2
Kilkenny 693 1127 1782 3602 3
Laois 0 779 342 1121 1
Leitrim 2 544 884 1428 1
Limerick 1493 2755 2420 6668 5
Longford 0 150 206 356 0
Louth 0 1109 717 1826 1
Mayo 559 3265 5207 9031 7
Meath 0 966 896 1862 1
Monaghan 144 384 407 935 1
Offaly 0 601 578 1179 1
Roscommon 0 337 668 1005 1
Sligo 30 1690 3487 5207 4
Tipperary 43 1736 2083 3862 3
Waterford 42 3480 3792 7314 6
Westmeath 0 1425 1114 2539 2
Wexford 745 2613 3647 7005 5
Wicklow 688 2089 2996 5773 4
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DESIGNATED BATHING AREAS
Attributes Scores
LAName SamplingAR County NatGridNor NatGridEast Blue Designate Surf Resort Total
Flag
Clare Cappagh Pier, Clare 153996 98632 x 20
Kilrush
Clare Fanore Clare 208200 113570 x x 25
Clare Bishopsquarter Clare 209200 124400 5
Clare Lahinch Clare 188239 108875 x x x 35
Clare White Strand, Clare 180630 103820 x 20
Miltown Malbay
Clare White Strand, Clare 166200 96600 5
Doonbeg.
Clare Kilkee Clare 160000 88300 x x 30
Clare Spanish Point Clare 177660 103330 x 10
Clare Ballycuggeran Clare 176380 168860 x 20
Clare Mountshannon Clare 186600 171100 x 20
Clare Ballyallia Clare 180940 134660 5
Cork Youghal, Cork 76350 210750 x x 30
Main Beach
Cork Coolmaine Cork 43800 153800 5
Cork Inchydoney Cork 38200 140000 x 20
Cork Owenahincha Cork 35200 130600 x 20
Cork Warren Cork 35100 129700 x x 25
Cork Garrylucas, Cork 43000 161000 x 20
White Strand
Cork Fountainstown Cork 58100 178600 5
Cork Garrettstown Cork 43500 160000 x 20
Cork Garryvoe Cork 67500 200200 x 20
Cork Tragumna Cork 28300 112100 x 20
Cork Barley Cove Cork 24700 77500 x x 25
Cork Redbarn Cork 74400 209000 5
Cork Claycastle Cork 75900 210180 x x 30
Donegal Lady’s Bay Donegal 430750 234500 5
Donegal Bundoran Donegal 359430 181910 x x x 35
Donegal Carrickfinn Donegal 281620 79550 x 20
Donegal Rossnowlagh Donegal 367350 186140 x x 25
Donegal Murvagh Donegal 372439 189227 x 20
Donegal Marble Hill Donegal 436650 206600 x x 25
Donegal Portnablagh Donegal 437538 203290 5
APPENDIX B: Information Regarding Activities
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DESIGNATED BATHING AREAS (continued)
Attributes Scores 
LAName SamplingAR County NatGridNor NatGridEast Blue Designate Surf Resort Total
Flag
Donegal Drumatinny Donegal 435100 194600 x 10
Donegal Port Arthur Donegal 429360 179850 5
Donegal Fintra Donegal 376250 168600 x 20
Donegal Naran, Portnoo Donegal 399400 171100 5
Donegal Culdaff Donegal 450180 253850 x x 25
Donegal Killahoey Donegal 437136 204695 x 20
Donegal Portsalon Donegal 438100 225250 x 20
Donegal Ballyheerin Donegal 127800 74800 x 10
Donegal Rathmullan Donegal 427700 230000 5
Donegal Downings Donegal 438150 210350 5
Donegal Stroove Donegal 442700 268300 x 20
Dublin City Merrion Strand Dublin 230012 320920 5
Dublin City Sandymount Dublin 232189 319673 5
Strand
Dublin Rush, Dublin 253607 326477 5
Fingal South Beach
Dublin Portrane Dublin 251231 325485 5
Fingal
Dublin Loughshinny Dublin 256911 327211 5
Fingal
Dublin Sutton, Dublin 239727 326662 5
Fingal Burrow Beach
Dublin Malahide Dublin 245580 324451 x 20
Fingal
Dublin Portmarnock Dublin 243765 324871 5
Fingal
Dublin Skerries Dublin 260500 325700 5
Fingal
Dublin Balbriggan Dublin 261600 322300 5
Fingal
Dublin Donabate Dublin 249083 325097 x 20
Fingal
Galway City Salthill Galway 223400 127270 x x 30
Galway City Silver Strand Galway 222720 124850 x 20
Galway  Clifden Galway 250508 63611 5
County
Galway Gortin, Galway 238000 69630 5
County Cloch na Ron
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DESIGNATED BATHING AREAS (continued)
Attributes Scores 
LAName SamplingAR County NatGridNor NatGridEast Blue Designate Surf Resort Total
Flag
Galway  Tra Chaladh Galway 229313 81211 5
County Bhfuinnse
Galway  Na Forbacha Galway 222570 118250 5
County
Galway  Cill Muirbhthe, Galway 210420 82978 x 20
County Inis Mor
Galway  An Cnoc, Inverin Galway 222000 109500 5
County
Galway  Beach at Galway 221910 112610 5
County Spiddal Pier
Galway  Spiddal, Galway 222180 113500 5
County Main Beach
Galway  Traught, Galway 213821 133970 x 20
County Kinvara
Galway Bathing Place Galway 215160 162401 x 20
County at Loughrea Lake
Galway Tra an Doilin, Galway 223050 91259 x 20
County Ceathru Rua
Galway Bathing Place Galway 203493 185949 5
County at Portumna
Kerry Ballinskelligs Kerry 65627 43463 x x 25
Kerry White Strand, Kerry 79100 43600 x 20
Caherciveen
Kerry Derrynane Kerry 58400 52500 x 20
Kerry Inny, Waterville Kerry 67500 47900 5
Kerry Rossbeigh, Kerry 91966 64468 x x 25
White Strand
Kerry Kells Kerry 88000 55620 x 20
Kerry Castlegregory Kerry 114100 62600 x 10
Kerry Maharabeg Kerry 115500 61810 x 20
Kerry Inch Kerry 99592 64738 x 20
Kerry Ventry Kerry 100000 37900 x 20
Kerry Ballybunion Kerry 141470 86080 x x 30
North
Kerry Ballybunion Kerry 140700 85700 x x 30
South
Kerry Ballyheigue Kerry 444659 217659 x 20
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DESIGNATED BATHING AREAS (continued)
Attributes Scores 
LAName SamplingAR County NatGridNor NatGridEast Blue Designate Surf Resort Total
Flag
Kerry Fenit Kerry 115400 73000 x 20
Kerry Banna Strand Kerry 123000 74800 x x 25
Leitrim Keeldra Leitrim 296600 215000 5
Louth Shelling Hill/ Louth 304821 319567 x 20
Templetown
Louth Port, Lurganboy Louth 287556 314509 x 20
Louth Clogherhead Louth 282026 316264 x 15
Louth Seapoint Louth 229000 323000 5
Mayo Killala, Mayo 332000 121950 x 20
Ross Strand
Mayo Elly Bay, Mayo 325500 63600 x 20
Belmullet
Mayo Mullaghroe Mayo 323515 64869 x 20
Mayo Rinroe, Mayo 340500 80300 5
Carratigue
Mayo Golden Strand, Mayo 309120 69350 x x 30
Achill
Mayo The Harbour, Mayo 285170 71460 x 20
Clare Island
Mayo Mulranny Mayo 295600 82600 x 20
Mayo Bertha Mayo 283500 90535 x x 30
Mayo Dooega, Achill Mayo 298581 67224 x x 30
Meath Laytown/ Meath 273700 316300 5
Bettystown
Sligo Enniscrone Sligo 330100 128500 x x 30
Sligo Mullaghmore Sligo 357000 170900 x 20
Sligo Rosses Point Sligo 340460 162750 x 20
Waterford Clonea, East Waterford 93900 231500 x x 25
Waterford Bonmahon Waterford 98616 243353 x 20
Waterford Dunmore East, Waterford 100800 269075 x 20
Counsellors 
Strand
Waterford Dunmore East, Waterford 100800 269000 5
Main Strand
Waterford Tramore, Waterford 101000 259000 x x 20
Main Strand
Waterford Ardmore Waterford 77754 219248 5
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DESIGNATED BATHING AREAS (continued)
Attributes Scores 
LAName SamplingAR County NatGridNor NatGridEast Blue Designate Surf Resort Total
Flag
Westmeath The Cut, Westmeath 268382 252879 x 20
Lough Lene
Westmeath Lilliput, Westmeath 245455 238170 5
Lough Ennel
Westmeath Portnashangan, Westmeath 258531 241761 5
Lough Owel
Wexford Morriscastle Wexford 141930 319800 5
Wexford Ballymoney Wexford 160000 321600 5
Wexford Courtown, Wexford 156500 320200 x x 30
North Beach
Wexford Duncannon Wexford 107600 273310 x 20
Wexford Curracloe Wexford 127000 311530 x 20
Wexford Rosslare Strand Wexford 116750 309900 x 20
Wicklow Bray Beach Wicklow 218550 327220 5
Wicklow Greystones Wicklow 211980 330000 x 20
Wicklow Clogga Beach Wicklow 168600 325600 5
Wicklow Brittas Wicklow 183000 330800 x 20
Bay North
Wicklow Brittas Wicklow 182000 330600 x 20
Bay South
Wicklow Silver Strand Wicklow 191000 333600 5
Mayo Carrowmore Mayo 421746 178523 x 20
Mayo Louisburgh, Mayo 282116 83693 x 20
Old Head Beach
Mayo Louisburgh, Mayo 268000 75157 5
Silver Strand
Mayo Doogort Mayo 308839 67235 x x x 35
Mayo Keel, Achill Mayo 304320 63380 x x x 35
Mayo Keem, Achill Mayo 304132 56110 x x 30
Dun Killiney Dublin 224479 326117 x 20
Laoghaire-
Rathdown
Dublin City Dollymount Dublin 238099 323092 x 20
Council Strand
Donegal Lisfannon Donegal 427880 232910 x 20
Dun Seapoint Dublin 531745 60942 x 20
Laoghaire-
Rathdown
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DIVING CENTRES
Attributes Scores 
Activity Town County X Y ISA Activity Padi Courses Facilities Total
Centre Reg Reg
Kilkee Diving & Kilkee Clare -9.6469 52.6813 ISA Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Watersports Centre
Adventures in Diving Kilkee Clare -9.6503 52.6782 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Burren Adventures Ballyvaughan Clare -9.1521 53.1168 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Dive Centre
Bantry Bay Divers Glengarriff Cork -9.5409 51.7525 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Cape Clear Island Cape Clear Cork -9.4701 51.4446 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
Ocean Discovery Adrigole Cork -9.7293 51.6923 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Centre
Aquaventures Ltd Baltimore Cork -9.3763 51.4797 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Baltimore Diving and Baltimore Cork -9.3759 51.4816 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Water Sports
Cork Diving Centre St. Finbar's Cork -8.5228 51.8915 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Road, Cork
Glandore Dive Centre Glandore Cork -9.1201 51.5671 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Kinsale Dive Centre Kinsale Cork -8.5158 51.6950 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Munster Dive St. Finbar's Cork -8.5191 51.8920 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
and Canoe Road, Cork
Schull Watersport Schull Cork -9.5438 51.5176 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Centre
Southern Dive Centre Mayfield Cork -8.4880 51.9068 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Divecology Schull Cork -9.5442 51.5205 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Gokane Marine Skibbereen Cork -9.2701 51.5500 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Services
Dive Trek Union Hall Cork -9.1325 51.5585 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Aquaholics Rathlin Donegal -7.5365 55.0965 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Dive Tory Tory Island Donegal -8.1963 55.2571 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Diveology Letterkenny Donegal -7.7046 54.9479 ISA Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Malinmore Adventure Malinmore, Donegal -8.7734 54.6693 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Centre Glencolum-
bkille
Mevagh Dive Centre Carrigart Donegal -7.8088 55.1782 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Ocean Diving Services Donegal Donegal -8.1135 54.6496 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Flagship Scubadiving Grand Canal Dublin -6.2298 53.3436 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Basin
Oceantec Adventures Dun Dublin -6.1508 53.2954 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Laoghaire
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DIVING CENTRES (continued)
Attributes Scores 
Activity Town County X Y ISA Activity Padi Courses Facilities Total
Centre Reg Reg
National Dive School Malahide Dublin -6.1670 53.4534 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Ocean Divers Dun Dublin -6.1272 53.2900 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Laoghaire
Aran Islands Inish Mean, Galway -9.5874 53.0940 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Dive Centre Aran Islands
Scuba Dive West Renvyle Galway -10.0162 53.6023 ISA Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Dive Galway Galway Galway -9.0809 53.2592 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Ballinskelligs Ballinskelligs Kerry -10.2734 51.8129 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Water Sports
Waterworld Castlegregory Kerry -10.0222 52.2849 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Skellig Aquatics Caherdaniel Kerry -10.1105 51.7649 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Valentia Island Valentia Kerry -10.2980 51.9183 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Seasports Centre
Bantry Bay Divers and Glengarrif Kerry -9.5464 51.7896 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Liveaboard
Kenmare Bay Diving Beara Kerry -9.6105 51.8726 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Peninsula
Adventure Diving Ltd. Bettystown Meath -6.2487 53.7021 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Belmullet Dive Centre Belmullet Mayo -10.0143 54.2271 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Ardmore Diving Dungarvan Waterford -7.6082 52.0918 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
Pier House Dive Centre Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.5886 52.1767 Diving PADI Yes Yes 30
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VISITOR MARINAS
Attributes Scores 
Structure N LocationNa X Y Berth No. Berth Detail Marina Type Berth Dist. Serv. Totalg
Fahan Marina Fahan -7.47 55.09 220 Marina Based Permanent/ 15 0 5 20
Fixed
Malahide Marina Malahide -6.16 53.46 350 Marina Based Floating/ 15 5 5 25
Permanent
Crosshaven Crosshaven -8.27 51.80 120 Fingers Floating/ 15 5 5 25
Boat Yard Permanent
Carlingford Carlingford -6.08 54.02 200 Finger Floating/ 15 0 5 20
Pontoons Permanent
Howth Y.C. Howth -6.07 53.40 280 Finger Floating/ 15 10 5 30
Marina Pontoons Permanent
Dublin City Dublin City -6.12 53.34 100 Finger Floating/ 15 10 5 30
Moorings Moorings Permanent
Arklow Marina Arklow -6.14 52.79 42 Finger Floating/ 15 0 5 20
Permanent
Kilmore Quay Kilmore Quay -6.59 52.17 55 Finger Floating/Fixed 15 0 5 20
Marina
Waterford Marina Waterford -7.10 52.26 100 Pontoons Floating/ 15 5 5 25
Permanent
East Ferry Marina East Ferry -8.27 51.80 100 Finger Floating/ 15 5 5 25
Permanent
Royal Cork Yacht Royal Cork -8.27 51.80 200 Finger Floating/ 15 5 5 25
Club Marina Yacht Club Permanent
Marina
Salve marina Salve Marina -8.27 51.80 57 Berth Floating/ 15 5 5 25
alongside Permanent
Pontoons
Kinsale Yacht Kinsale -8.52 51.67 220 Berth Floating/ 15 10 5 30
Club Marina alongside Permanent
Pontoons
Lawrence Cove Lawrence -9.82 51.64 40 90m long Floating/ 15 0 5 20
Marina Cove Pontoon Permanent
Cahersiveen Caherciveen -10.29 51.92 80 Finger Berths Floating/ 15 5 5 25
Marina Permanent
Dingle Marina Dingle -10.26 52.12 80 Finger Berths Floating/ 15 5 5 25
Permanent
Fenit Harbour Fenit -9.85 52.27 120 Finger Berths Floating/ 15 0 5 20
Marina Permanent
Kilrush Creek Kilrush -9.49 52.62 170 Pontoon Floating/ 15 0 5 20
Marina Berths Permanent
Dun Laoghaire Dun Laoghaire -6.75 53.17 500 Marina Based Floating 15 10 5 30
Three Sisters New Ross -6.57 52.24 66 Marina Based 0 5 5 10
Marina
Castlepark Kinsale -83.04 51.41 100 0 10 5 15
Marina, Kinsale
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SAILING, BOATING & WATERSPORT CENTRES
Attributes Scores 
Activity Town County X Y ISA Activity Courses Facilities Total
Centre Reg Reg
Kilrush Creek Kilrush Clare -9.49 52.64 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
University of Killaloe Clare -8.45 52.82 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Limerick 
Activity Centre
Aloha Surf School Fanore Clare -9.29 53.12 Surfing Yes 15
Saoirse Seasports Carrigaholt Clare -9.71 52.60 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Burren Outdoor Bell Harbour Clare -9.07 53.16 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Education Centre
Baltimore Baltimore Cork -9.38 51.48 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club
Crookhaven Crookhaven Cork -9.72 51.47 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Harbour 
Sailing Club
Atlantic Sea Union Hall Cork -9.13 51.56 Kayaking Yes Yes 30
Kayaking
Glenans Irish Baltimore Cork -9.38 51.48 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club
Bantry Bay Glengarriff Cork -9.54 51.75 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club
H20 Extreme Ballinspittle Cork -8.58 51.65 Canoeing Yes Yes 30
Canoeing
Kinsale Outdoor Kinsale Cork -8.52 51.70 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Education Centre
Russagh Mill Skibbereen Cork -9.27 51.55 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre &
The Oysterhaven Oysterhaven, Cork -8.52 51.71 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Centre Kinsale
Royal Cork Crosshaven Cork -8.32 51.80 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Yacht Club
Schull Sailing Club Schull Cork -9.55 51.52 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Beara Outdoor Castletown- Cork -9.94 51.64 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Pursuits bere
International Sailing, Cobh Cork -8.30 51.85 ISA Boating Yes Yes 30
Powerboating and 
Navigation
Royal Cork Crosshaven Cork -8.31 51.80 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Yacht Club
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SAILING, BOATING & WATERSPORT CENTRES (continued)
Attributes Scores 
Activity Town County X Y ISA Activity Courses Facilities Total
Centre Reg Reg
Sail Ireland Charters Trident Hotel Cork -8.51 51.70 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Marina, Kinsale
Sea Kayaking Cnocura, Cork -9.94 51.64 Watersport Yes Yes 30
West Cork Castletown-
bere
West Cork Sailing Adrigole, Cork -9.73 51.69 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
and Power Beara, 
Boating Centre Co. Cork
Hibernian Cruising Kinsale Cork -8.52 51.70 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Fastnet Marine and Schull Cork -9.54 51.52 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Outdoor Education 
Centre
Sovreign Sailing Kinsale Cork -8.52 51.70 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Gartan OEC Letterkenny Donegal -7.88 55.02 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Marble Hill Marble Hill Donegal -7.92 55.19 ISA Windsurfing Yes Yes 30
Windsurfing
Donegal Adventure Bundoran Donegal -8.28 54.48 Windsurfing Yes Yes 30
Centre
Dolphin Offshore Malahide Dublin -6.19 53.46 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Group
Saoirse Na Mara Dun Laoghaire Dublin -6.16 53.30 Canoeing Yes Yes 30
Sea Thrill Dun Laoghaire Dublin -6.16 53.30 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Surfdock Grand Canal Dublin -6.23 53.34 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Basin
Wind and Wave Monkstown Dublin -6.17 53.29 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Sandymount Dublin -6.21 53.33 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Activities Irl. Ltd
Fingal Sailing School Malahide Dublin -6.18 53.46 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Howth Yacht Club Howth Dublin -6.07 53.39 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Irish National Dun Laoghaire Dublin -6.14 53.30 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing School
Sailing Holidays Dun Laoghaire Dublin -6.13 53.29 Sailing Yes Yes 30
in Ireland
Clontarf Yacht Club Clontarf Dublin -6.21 53.36 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Poolbeg Boat Club Poolbeg Dublin -6.16 53.34 ISA Yes Yes 30
Royal Irish Dun Laoghaire Dublin -6.12 53.29 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Yacht Club
Rush Sailing Club Rush Dublin -6.08 53.52 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Leinster Cruising Killiney Dublin -6.11 53.27 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
School
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Attributes Scores 
Activity Town County X Y ISA Activity Courses Facilities Total
Centre Reg Reg
DMG Sailsports Malahide Dublin -6.16 53.45 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Skerries Sailing Skerries Dublin -6.09 53.56 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
School
Dublin Bay Diving Dublin Dublin -6.19 53.31 Yes Yes 30
A.I. Topsail Cashel Galway -9.59 53.38 Sailing Yes Yes 30
"Connemara Rose"
Delphi Adventure Leenane Galway -9.76 53.63 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Centre
Killary Adventure Leenane Galway -9.72 53.59 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Centre
Sail West - Seol Siar Bowling Galway -9.06 53.27 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Green Galway 
City
Bow Waves Galway Bay Galway -8.97 53.24 ISA Boating Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club
Little Killary Renvyle Galway -10.01 53.61 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure 
Centre
Rusheen Bay Clybaun Road Galway -9.13 53.26 ISA Windsurfing Yes Yes 30
Windsurfing
West Galway Ballyconneely Galway -10.08 53.44 ISA Boating Yes Yes 30
School of 
Navigation
Activity Ireland Caherdaniel Kerry -10.11 51.77 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Dingle Marina Dingle Kerry -10.28 52.14 Yes Yes 30
Dive Centre
Dingle Sea Ventures Dingle Kerry -10.27 52.14 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Cappanalea Caragh Lake, Kerry -9.86 52.07 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Outdoor Education Co. Kerry
Centre
Dingle Sailing Club Dingle Kerry -10.27 52.14 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Focus Windsurfing Castlegregory Kerry -10.03 52.29 Windsurfing Yes Yes 30
Jamie Knox Magharees, Kerry -9.99 52.24 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
Derrynane Derrynane Kerry -10.15 51.77 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Seasports
Star Sailing and Kenmare Kerry -9.59 51.87 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
Celtic Adventures Caherdaniel Kerry -10.12 51.77 Sailing Yes Yes 30
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Attributes Scores 
Activity Town County X Y ISA Activity Courses Facilities Total
Centre Reg Reg
Tralee Bay Tralee Kerry -9.75 52.26 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club
Tralee Bay Fenit Kerry -9.86 52.28 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Sea Thrills
Dundalk and Carlingford Louth -6.18 54.04 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Carlingford 
Sailing Club
Carlingford Yacht Carlingford Louth -6.16 54.03 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Charter and Sea
Hibernian Togher Louth -6.39 53.86 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Cruising School
Carlingford Carlingford Louth -6.15 54.03 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
East Coast Carlingford Louth -6.17 54.04 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure
Neptune Drogheda Louth -6.39 53.72 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
Mayo Sailing Club Rosmoney, Mayo -9.62 53.83 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Westport
Achill Island Achill Mayo -10.17 53.98 Yes Yes 30
Dive Centre
Carra Boat Hire Castlebar Mayo -9.29 53.87 Boating Yes Yes 30
Cuan na Farraige Aughoose, P Mayo -9.77 54.28 Boating Yes Yes 30
ulathomas
Glenans Irish Rosmoney, Mayo -9.61 53.83 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club Ltd Westport
Achill Outdoor Cashel, Mayo -10.12 53.97 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Education Centre Achill Island
Windwise Achill Island Mayo -10.14 53.97 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
McDowells Achill Island Mayo -10.09 53.97 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
North West Cruising Rosses Point Sligo -8.53 54.31 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Holidays
Mullaghmore Mullaghmore Sligo -8.45 54.46 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Centre
Colaiste Uisce Elly Bay Sligo -8.56 54.22 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Dunmore East Dunmore East Waterford -7.00 52.16 ISA Watersports Yes Yes 30
Adventure Centre
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Attributes Scores 
Activity Town County X Y ISA Activity Courses Facilities Total
Centre Reg Reg
Oceanic Tramore Waterford -7.14 52.16 Surfing Yes Yes 30
Manoeuvres Surf 
School
SeapaddlingUnit Waterford City Waterford -7.03 52.25 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Dungarvan Harbour Dungarvan Waterford -7.62 52.09 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club
Waterford Harbour Dunmore East Waterford -7.00 52.15 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing Club
Waterford Passage East Waterford -6.97 52.23 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Motorboat & 
Yacht Club
T Bay Surf Club Tramore Waterford -7.13 52.17 Surfing Yes Yes 30
Sheilbeggan New Ross Wexford -6.95 52.39 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Outdoor Education
Wexford Harbour Wexford Wexford -6.46 52.34 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Boat Club
Blessington Lake Blessington Wicklow -6.53 53.15 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Shore Resort
Seacraft Bray Wicklow -6.11 53.21 ISA Boating Yes Yes 30
South East Wicklow Wicklow -6.03 52.98 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Cruising School
Celtic Ventures Arklow Wicklow -6.15 52.80 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Blessington Blessington Wicklow -6.55 53.14 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Sailing School
Bray Sailing Club Bray Wicklow -6.11 53.21 ISA Sailing Yes Yes 30
Tiglin Ashford Wicklow -6.07 53.00 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Lough Ree Power Athlone Westmeath -7.96 53.45 ISA Boating Yes Yes 30
Boat School
Lough Ree Athlone Westmeath -7.98 53.49 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Yacht Club
Wineport Sailing Glasson Westmeath -8.01 53.53 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Centre Athlone
Shannon Sailing Nenagh Tipperary -8.24 53.03 Sailing Yes Yes 30
Lilliput Adventure Lough Ennell Westmeath -7.37 53.49 Watersports Yes Yes 30
Centre
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SEA ANGLING CHARTERS
Attributes Scores 
Name Port County X Y Stand. Wreck Shark Bluefin Stan Wrec Shar Blue Total
Reef
Meridian Killybegs/ Donegal -8.45 54.63 x 5 0 0 0 5
Donegal Bay
Huntress Killybegs/ Donegal -8.45 54.63 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Blue Donegal Bay
Pinalia Killybegs/ Donegal -8.45 54.63 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Donegal Bay
Duanai Teelin/ Donegal -8.64 54.64 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Mara Donegal Bay/
Creevy Pier
Asaroe Star Teelin Donegal -8.64 54.64 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
An Shannen Teelin/ Donegal -8.64 54.64 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Alainn Donegal Bay
Lonnir Burtonport/ Donegal -8.44 54.98 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Bunbeg/
Downings
Surose Burtonport Donegal -8.44 54.98 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Naomh Carta Kilcar/ Donegal -8.60 54.63 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Donegal Bay
The Cricket Port na Blagh Donegal -7.94 55.18 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Bonito Downings/ Donegal -7.84 55.19 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
20 miles base
Summer Downings/ Donegal -7.84 55.19 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Rose 20 miles base
Rosguill Downings/ Donegal -7.84 55.19 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
40 miles base
Enterprise 1 Rathmullen/ Donegal -7.53 55.10 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
20 miles base
Swilly Rathmullen/ Donegal -7.53 55.09 x 5 0 0 0 5
Explorer 30miles base
Barracuda Culdaff/ Donegal -7.17 55.29 x x 5 7 0 0 12
30 miles out 
of base
Lioscannor Youghal/ Cork -7.84 51.95 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Star 30 miles
Cleona Ballycotton/ Cork -7.87 51.88 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
20 miles
Sarah Marie Ballycotton/ Cork -7.87 51.88 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
20 miles
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Attributes Scores 
Name Port County X Y Stand. Wreck Shark Bluefin Stan Wrec Shar Blue Total
Reef
Lagosta II East Ferry/ Cork -8.21 51.86 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
40 miles/
ballycotton/
Kinsale
John Boy Cobh/ Cork -8.31 51.85 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
30 miles out
of C.Har
Lee Star Cobh/ Cork -8.30 51.85 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
30 miles
Castlemaiden Glenbrook/r Cork -8.29 51.81 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
30 out of c.Ha
Cuan Glenbrook/ Cork -8.29 51.81 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Bawn 30 miles c.har
Whispering Crosshaven/t Cork -8.29 51.80 x 5 0 0 0 5
Dawn 30 miles ou
Whispering Crosshaven/ Cork -8.29 51.81 x 5 0 0 0 5
Hope 30 miles
Whispering Crosshaven Cork -8.29 51.80 x 5 0 0 0 5
Star /30 miles
Fuego Crosshaven/ Cork -8.33 51.87 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Cork Har/
Kinsale/
Ballaycotton
Wreck Crosshaven Cork -8.33 51.87 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Hunter II
Harpy Kinsale/ Cork -8.52 51.70 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
30 miles
Sundance Kinsale/ Cork -8.52 51.70 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Kid 30 miles
Lady Courtmac Cork -8.70 51.63 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Patricia sherry / 
30 miles
Lady Courtmac Cork -8.70 51.63 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Louise sherry / 
30 miles
Sea Union Hall Cork -9.13 51.56 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Breeze III /Glandore
/Baltimore
Rod'n'Reel Union Hall / Cork -9.13 51.56 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
30 miles
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Attributes Scores 
Name Port County X Y Stand. Wreck Shark Bluefin Stan Wrec Shar Blue Total
Reef
Holly Joe Castletown Cork -9.17 51.54 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
shend / 
30 miles
Lady Reb Baltimore Cork -9.38 51.48 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Rooster Baltimore / Cork -9.38 51.48 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Schull
Algerine Baltimore Cork -9.38 51.48 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Pace Arrow III Baltimore Cork -9.38 51.48 x 5 0 0 0 5
Norvic Baltimore / Cork -9.38 51.48 x 5 0 0 0 5
Schull / Union
Hall / Castle-
townbere
Deora De Schull / Cork -9.59 51.51 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Mizen Head / 
Baltimore
Blue Thunder Schull Cork -9.59 51.50 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Wet & Wild Crookhaven / Cork -9.73 51.47 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
30 miles
Tigger Castletown Cork -9.91 51.65 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
bere /
30 miles
Silver Castletown Cork -9.91 51.65 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Dawn bere / Dursey 
/ 30 miles
Obsession Castletown Cork -9.91 51.65 x x 5 7 0 0 12
bere / 
Mizen Head / 
Dursey Head
Sturdy Kenmare Kerry -9.58 51.87 x 5 0 0 0 5
Kilstiffin Sneem / Kerry -9.90 51.83 x x 5 7 0 0 12
Kenmare Bay
L'Ourisin Derrynane / Kerry -10.13 51.76 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Kenmare Bay
Jerdemar Valentia Kerry -10.29 51.92 x x 5 7 0 0 12
Island
Heather Valentia  Kerry -10.29 51.92 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Valley Island / 
Skelligs
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Attributes Scores 
Name Port County X Y Stand. Wreck Shark Bluefin Stan Wrec Shar Blue Total
Reef
Sioux Valentia Island / Kerry -10.39 51.89 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Skelligs 
Mary Francis Valentia Island Kerry -10.39 51.89 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Ken Brencent Cahersiveen / Kerry -10.39 51.88 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Valentia / 
Skelligs
Anchorsiveen Cahersiveen / Kerry -10.24 51.95 x x x 5 7 8 0 20 
Valentia / 
Skelligs
Wey Cheiftain Cahersiveen / Kerry -10.24 51.95 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Valentia / 
Skelligs
Ursula Mary Portmagee / Kerry -10.24 51.95 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Valentia / 
Skelligs
Mam-an-Oraigh Ventry / Kerry -10.36 52.13 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Dingle Bay
Lady Avalon II Ventry / Kerry -10.36 52.13 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Dingle Bay 
Saimin Sog Dingle / Kerry -10.27 52.14 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Dingle Bay
Scraggane / 
Brandon Bay
Deep Cove Tralee Bay Kerry -10.16 52.27 x 5 0 0 0 5
Corulan Fenit / Kerry -9.86 52.27 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Brandon Bay /
Tralee Bay / 
Kerry Head 
Kerry Collen II Fenit / Kerry -9.86 52.27 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Brandon Bay /
Tralee Bay / 
Kerry Head 
Keltoi Warrior Tarbert / Kerry -9.47 52.56 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Ballybunion /
Shannon
Estuary / 
Loop Head 
Restorick II Clare Island / Mayo -9.95 53.80 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Clew Bay 
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Attributes Scores 
Name Port County X Y Stand. Wreck Shark Bluefin Stan Wrec Shar Blue Total
Reef
White Sea Westport / Mayo -9.56 53.80 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Horse Clew Bay / 
Clare Island / 
Inishturk
Lady Helen Westport / Mayo -9.55 53.80 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Clew Bay / 
Clare Island / 
Inishturk
Shamrock I Newport / Mayo -9.54 53.88 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Clew Bay
Lady Clare Achill / Mayo -10.19 53.97 x 5 0 0 0 5
Clew Bay
Cuan na Achill Mayo -10.19 53.97 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Cuime
Fionnuala Black Sod / Mayo -10.06 54.10 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Belmullet / 
Achill
Rachel Black Sod / Mayo -10.06 54.10 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Michelle Belmullet
Doloree Black Sod / Mayo -10.06 54.10 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Belmullet / 
Achill
Deltick Killala Bay Mayo -9.22 54.22 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Maigdean Spiddal / Galway -9.23 53.25 x 5 0 0 0 5
Mara Galway Bay
Lady Marilyn Roundstone / Galway -9.92 53.40 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Cleggan / 
Rossaveal
Celtic Queen Clifden / Galway -10.03 53.49 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
20 miles
Blue Water Clifden / Galway -10.03 53.49 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Achill
Brazen Renvyle / Galway -10.03 53.61 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Hussey 30 miles out 
from Little 
Killary
Western Cleggan / Galway -10.11 53.56 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
Kingfisher 30 miles out 
from Little 
Killary
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Name Port County X Y Stand. Wreck Shark Bluefin Stan Wrec Shar Blue Total
Reef
Kara Maria Helvic / Waterford -7.54 52.05 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
15 miles
Sharp Shooter Dunmore Waterford -6.99 52.15 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
East / 
30 miles
Hanna K Dungarvan Waterford -7.61 52.09 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Osprey Dungarvan / Waterford -7.60 52.09 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
15 miles out 
from Helvick
Avoca Dungarvan Waterford -7.60 52.09 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Clare Dragoon Carrigaholt / Clare -9.71 52.60 x x 5 7 0 0 12
30 miles
Ocean Star Kilrush / Clare -9.50 52.63 x 5 0 0 0 5
Shannon 
Estuary
Garnish glory Kilrush / Clare -9.50 52.63 x 5 0 0 0 5
Shannon 
Estuary
Seka Kilbaha / Clare -9.86 52.57 x x 5 0 8 0 13
Ballybunion / 
Shannon 
Estuary / 
Loop Head
True Light Liscannor / Clare -9.39 52.94 x x 5 0 8 0 13
North Clare / 
Aran Islands
Autumn Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.60 52.17 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Dream / 30 miles
Lady Alison Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.59 52.17 x 5 0 0 0 5
/ Dunmore 
East / 
Rosslare 
Harbour
An Crosan Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.59 52.17 x 5 0 0 0 5
Enterprise Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.59 52.17 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/ Dunmore 
East / 
Rosslare 
Harbour
Celtic lady II Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.59 52.17 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/ 20 miles
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Name Port County X Y Stand. Wreck Shark Bluefin Stan Wrec Shar Blue Total
Reef
Fiona Tee Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.60 52.17 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/ 20 miles
Sail Fish Kilmore Quay Wexford -6.59 52.17 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/ 25 miles
Orinoco Duncannon Wexford -6.84 52.21 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Wild Swan Duncannon Wexford -6.85 52.21 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/ 30 miles
Adam Patricia Howth / Dublin -6.06 53.39 x 5 0 0 0 5
15 miles
Prospector I Rogerstown Dublin -6.13 53.50 x 5 0 0 0 5
/ 40 miles
Kilquade Wicklow Wicklow -6.04 52.98 x 5 0 0 0 5
Harbour
Lucy M Rosses Point Sligo -8.55 54.31 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/Sligo Bay
Stingray Rosses Point Sligo -8.55 54.31 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/Sligo Bay
Leah Enniscrone Sligo -9.11 54.20 x 5 0 0 0 5
/ Killala / 30 
mile radius
Celtic Dawn Mullaghmore / Sligo -8.45 54.46 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Donegal Bay
Ellen Louise Mullaghmore Sligo -8.45 54.46 x x 5 7 0 0 12
/ Donegal Bay
Excalibar Mullaghmore Sligo -8.45 54.46 x 5 0 0 0 5
/ 10 mile 
radius
Kiwi Gael Mullaghmore Sligo -8.45 54.46 x x x x 5 7 8 10 30
/ Donegal Bay
Prospector I Mullaghmore Sligo -8.45 54.46 x 5 0 0 0 5
/ 40 miles
Sharon Carlingford Louth -6.19 54.04 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
Michelle / 30 miles
James Owen Dundalk Louth -6.39 54.01 x x x 5 7 8 0 20
/ 30 miles
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Attributes
COUNTY COUNTY_ABB Score ET_ID ET_X ET_Y
Carlow Carlow 1 0 279372.45407 164749.47914
Cavan Cavan 20 1 242557.00093 305129.84087
Clare Clare 10 2 130308.60601 178371.19285
Cork Cork 10 3 142104.01073 73973.22563
Donegal Donegal 15 4 205981.11115 408272.01776
Dublin Dublin 1 5 313937.26632 239275.93509
Fermanagh Fermanagh 0 6 223208.72129 344535.52641
Galway Galway 20 7 136750.18247 235138.03544
Kerry Kerry 15 8 81901.82100 97026.98545
Kildare Kildare 1 9 278574.40432 216355.78698
Kilkenny Kilkenny 1 10 251843.75476 147071.07303
Laois Laois 1 11 243172.48487 192526.34022
Leitrim Leitrim 15 12 198470.32121 321194.37766
Limerick Limerick 1 13 149843.94341 138132.90735
Longford Longford 15 14 218246.14602 273724.12671
Louth Louth 1 15 304146.31147 296575.47165
Mayo Mayo 30 16 108810.70715 298046.90303
Meath Meath 1 17 283589.25108 265343.05360
Monaghan Monaghan 5 18 270137.07659 323291.38007
Offaly Offaly 1 19 226536.62875 217558.47804
Roscommon Roscommon 20 20 183808.60546 274745.17366
Sligo Sligo 1 21 159021.28070 323125.86634
Tipperary Tipperary 5 22 202889.35282 154522.54253
Waterford Waterford 5 23 227561.54224 102270.23044
Westmeath Westmeath 5 24 236694.26870 253279.53064
Wexford Wexford 1 25 297020.07859 134980.60103
Wicklow Wicklow 5 26 309175.94263 193225.65256
Derry Derry 0 27 273817.18222 409361.75005
Antrim Antrim 0 28 315697.90423 403273.21792
Armagh Armagh 0 29 294121.97310 339609.78409
Tyrone Tyrone 0 30 253971.06190 373928.88359
Down Down 0 31 334035.70061 347304.56908
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COASTAL AND WATERWAY WALKS
Attributes Scores 
Name Start Point End Point Length Type National Park Park Length Total
53996 98632 x 20
Western Way Oughterard Lenaun 50 km Straight Connemara 5 5 10
National Park
The Beara Way Glengarriff Glengarriff 196 km Loop 0 20 20
The Sheep's Bantry Bantry 88 km Loop 0 9 9
Head Way
The Dingle Way Tralee Tralee 153 km Loop 0 15 15
The Kerry Way Killarney Killarney 214 km Loop Killarney 5 21 26
National Park
The Burren Way Lahinch Ballyvaughan 45 km Straight 0 5 5
The Grand Lucan Road Shannon 114 km Straight 5 0 11 11
Canal Way Bridge, Harbour
Dublin
The Royal Ashtown, Mullingar 77 km Straight 0 8 8
Canal Way Dublin
The Tain Way Carlingford Carlingford 40 km Loop 5 0 4 4
The Barrow Way Robertstown St. Mullins 114 km Straight 0 11 11
The Barrow Way Robertstown St. Mullins 114 km Straight 0 11 11
Donegal Way Falcarragh Ardara 280 km Loops & Glenveagh 5 28 30
Straight National Park
Donegal Way Falcarragh Ardara 280 km Loops & Glenveagh 5 28 30
Straight National Park
Donegal Way Falcarragh Ardara 280 km Loops & Glenveagh 5 28 30
Straight National Park
Donegal Way Falcarragh Ardara 280 km Loops & Glenveagh 5 28 30
Straight National Park
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WHALE AND DOLPHIN WATCHING
Attributes Scores 
Name X Y County Species Land Sea Total
Based Based
Galley Head -8.95381000 51.51584999 Cork HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes No 10
MW, FW, HW
Cape Clear -9.52249999 51.41887999 Cork HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes Yes 30
MW, FW, HW
Mizen Head -9.81850999 51.44291999 Cork HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes No 10
MW, FW, HW
Dursey Head -10.23817000 51.57884000 Cork HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes No 10
MW, FW, HW
Bolus Head -10.34398999 51.77969999 Kerry HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes No 10
MW, FW, HW
Skelligs -10.55125000 51.77383999 Kerry HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes No 10
MW, FW, RD
Valentia -10.42756999 51.91794999 Kerry HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
Island KW, MW, RD
Slea Head -10.50503000 52.14025000 Kerry HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
KW, MW, RD
Great Blasket -10.64163000 52.04630000 Kerry HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
Island KW, MW, RD
Kerry Head -9.97257999 52.42214000 Kerry HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
KW, MW, RD
Brandon Point -10.09115999 52.33541999 Kerry HP, CD, BD, Yes Yes 30
KW, MW, RD
Howth Head -6.04499000 53.35972000 Dublin HP, RD Yes No 10
Bray Head -6.08878999 53.22743000 Wicklow HP, RD Yes No 10
Greystones -6.05669999 53.17468999 Wicklow HP, RD Yes No 10
Saltee Islands -6.57191000 52.11993000 Wexford HP, CD,RD, No Yes 20
KW, MW, FW
Hook Head -6.92281000 52.10493999 Wexford HP, CD,RD, Yes No 10
KW, MW, FW
Ram Head -7.69834000 51.93706000 Waterford HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, MW, FW
Helvick Head -7.52180000 52.04977999 Waterford HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, MW, FW
Old Head -8.53116000 51.59533999 Cork HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes No 10
of Kinsale MW, FW, HW
Courtmac -8.68813000 51.56645000 Cork HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
Sherry Bay KW, MW, FW
Scattery -9.50274999 52.60920000 Clare HP, CD, BD, RD Yes No 10
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Attributes Scores 
Name X Y County Species Land Sea Total
Based Based
Loop Head -9.97724000 52.57313000 Clare HP, CD, BD, Yes Yes 30
RD, KW, MW
Black Head -9.26663000 53.16410999 Clare HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Galway Bay -9.08129999 53.22503999 Galway HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Ballinakill -10.06221999 53.58450000 Galway HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
Bay RD, KW, MW
Killary -9.81510999 53.61313999 Galway HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
Harbour RD, KW, MW
Achill Head -10.29198999 53.97438999 Mayo HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Erris Head -9.99978999 54.32733999 Mayo HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Benwee Head -9.85057000 54.34448999 Mayo HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Downpatrick -9.35499999 54.34713999 Mayo HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
Head RD, KW, MW
-8.46649000 54.49072999 Yes No 10
Aughris Head -8.76055000 54.29226999 Sligo HP, CD, BD, MW Yes No 10
St Johns Point -8.47227999 54.55276000 Donegal HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Rossan Point -8.83465000 54.70837000 Donegal HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Dawros Head -8.58645000 54.83390999 Donegal HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
RD, KW, MW
Gweebarra -8.45371999 54.86402000 Donegal HP, CD, BD, Yes No 10
Bay RD, KW, MW
Carrigaholt -9.69641000 52.60574000 Clare HP, CD, BD, Yes Yes 30
RD, KW, MW
UnionHall 0.00000000 0.00000000 Cork HP, CD, BD, KW, Yes Yes 30
MW, FW, HW
Dingle 0.00000000 0.00000000 Kerry BD Yes Yes 30
Kilrush 0.00000000 0.00000000 Clare HP, CD, BD, RD Yes Yes 30
Kilcredaun 0.00000000 0.00000000 Clare HP, CD, BD, RD Yes No 10
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NAVIGABLE INLAND WATERWAYS
Attributes Scores 
Waterway Address County Name Rating Total
Lough Erne Aghiniver, Lisnarick, Fermanagh Fermanagh Aghiniver Small 10
Boat Company
Lough Erne The Erne Gateway Marina, Fermanagh Belleek Charter Small 10
Corry, Belleek, Co. Ferma Cruising
Carrick-on The Marina, Carrick-on-Shannon Leitrim Carrick Craft Large 30
-Shannon
Lough Erne Carrybridge, Lisbellew, Fermanagh Carrybridge Small 10
Co. Fermanagh Boat Company
Lough Erne Derrylin, Fermanagh Fermanagh Corraquill Cruising Small 10
Lough Erne Killadeas, Enniskillen Fermanagh Manor House Marine Medium 20
Shannon-Erne The Marina, Belturbet Cavan Emerald Star Ltd Medium 20
Shannon-Erne The Marina, Ballinamore Leitrim Locaboat Holidays Large 30
Shannon-Erne Ballinamore, Co. Leitrim Leitrim Riversdale Small 10
Barge Company
North Shannon The Marina, Carrick-on-Shannon Leitrim Emerald Star Line Large 30
North Shannon The Moorings, Lough Key Roscommon Tara Cruisers Small 10
South Shannon Jolly Mariner Marina, Westmeath Athlone Cruisers Large 30
Coosan, Athlone
South Shannon Banagher Offaly Carrick Craft Large 30
Lower Shannon Portumna, Co. Galway Co. Galway Emerald Star Line Large 30
South Shannon The Marina, Banagher, Co. Offaly Co. Offaly Silver Line Cruisers Large 30
South Shannon Williamstown, Co. Clare Clare Shannon Castle Line Large 30
Shannon Shannon Private Cruisers Leitrim Shannon Small 10
Private Cruisers
South Shannon Lakeside Marina, Ballykeeran, Westmeath Shannon Princess Small 10
Athlone
South Shannon Quigleys Marina, Killinure Point, Westmeath Waveline Cruisers Large 30
Glasson
Grand Canal Vicarstown Inn, Vickerstown Laois Vicarstown Small 10
Leisure Barges
Grand Canal Spencer Bridge, Rathangan Kildare Canalways Irl. Small 10
Barge Holidays
Grand Canal Lowtown Canal Yard, Kildare Lowtown Cruisers Small 10
Roberstown, Naas
Royal Canal Castleknock Marina Ltd, Dublin Dublin Royal Canal Cruisers Small 10
Barrow Barrowline House, Co. Laois Barrowline Cruisers Small 10
Vicarstown, Co. Laois
Barrow Levitstown Lock, Kilkenny Leisure Afloat Limited Small 10
Shellumsrath House, Kilkenny
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SMALL TOURISM VESSELS
Attributes Scores 
Name Tour Ess_Ferry Home_Port County Total
Jeannie Johnson Yes Dublin Dublin 20
Moon River Yes Athlone - Operates Shannon-Erne Westmeath 20
between Athlone & Westmeath
Jack B Yes Doolin serving Liscannor and Clare 30
Aran Islands
Ku-ee-tu Yes Killaloe - River Shannon Clare 20
Shannon Breeze Yes Killimer and Tarbert Ferry Clare 30
Shannon Dolphin Yes Killimer Clare 30
Spirit of Killaloe Yes Killaloe, Shannon Clare 20
St Sorney Yes Doolin - Liscannor & Aran Islands Clare 30
True Light Yes Doolin - Liscannor, Aran Islands Clare 30
Tranquility Yes Doolin - Galway Harbour, Clare 30|
Rossaveal, Aran Islands
Draiocht Yes Carrigaholt - Kerry & Clare Coast Clare 20
Black Point Yes Baltimore Cork 30
Blue Pool Ferry 1 Yes Bantry Cork 30
Blue Pool Ferry II Yes Bantry Cork 30
Bryan J Yes Cork Cork 30
Fainleog Yes Cork Cork 30
Harbour Queen II Yes Glengarriff Cork 30
Harbour Queen III Yes Glengarriff Cork 30
Karycraft Yes Baltimore Cork 30
Miss Josephine Yes Baltimore Cork 30
Movern Yes Castletownbere Cork 30
Mystic Water Yes Baltimore Cork 30
Naomh Ciaran II Yes Baltimore or Schull Cork 30
Oilean na h-Oige Yes Castletownbere Cork 30
Spirit of the Isles Yes Cork Harbour Cork 30
Spirit of Kinsale Yes Kinsale Cork 20
Coll Yes Burtonport Donegal 30
Foyle Rambler Yes Buncrana Donegal 30
Grainne Rose Yes Lough Lewey Donegal 20
Harp of Erne Tour Donegal Donegal 20
Rhum Ferry Burtonport Donegal 30
Toraigh na dTonn Ferry Magheraroarty Pier Donegal 30
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SMALL TOURISM VESSELS (continued)
Attributes Scores 
Name Tour Ess_Ferry Home_Port County Total
Tormore Ferry Bunbeg Donegal 30
Foyle Venture Ferry Greencastle Donegal 30
Adam Patricia Yes Howth Dublin 20
Blue Dukw Yes Grand Canal Basin Dublin 20
Green Dukw Yes Grand Canal Basin Dublin 20
Red Dukw Yes Grand Canal Basin Dublin 20
Grey Dukw Yes Grand Canal Basin Dublin 20
Yellow Dukw Yes Grand Canal Basin Dublin 20
Silver Dukw Yes Grand Canal Basin Dublin 20
Riasc Yes Barrow Street Railway Bridge Dublin Dublin 20
Spirit of Docklands Yes River Liffey Dublin 20
Aran Flyer Yes Rossaveal Galway 30
Aran Seabird Yes Rossaveal Galway 30
Draiocht na Farraige Yes Rossaveal 30
Connemara Lady Yes Leenaun Galway 20
Corrib Princess Yes Woodquay Galway Galway 20
Corrib Queen Yes Woodquay Galway Galway 20
Galway Bay Yes Cleggan Galway 30
Island Discovery Yes Cleggan Galway 30
Queen of Aran II Yes Rossaveal Galway 30
Queen of Connemara Ferry Letterfrack Galway 30
Island Princess Yes Roonagh Pier Mayo 30
Happy Hooker Yes Doolin Clare 30
An t'Oileanach Glic Yes Dunquin Kerry 20
Blasket Princess Yes Dunquin Kerry 20
Boy Colm Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Bruce Yes Kenmare Kerry 20
Cailin Oir Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Crystal Spirit Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Dingle Bay Yes Dingle Kerry 20
God Met Ons III Yes Dingle Kerry 30
La Heve Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Lady Avalon II Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Lady Laura Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Laird of Staffa Yes Dunquin Kerry 20
Lily of Killarney Yes Killarney Kerry 20
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SMALL TOURISM VESSELS (continued)
Attributes Scores 
Name Tour Ess_Ferry Home_Port County Total
Pride of the Lakes Yes Killarney Kerry 20
Maid of Clew Bay Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Mam an Oraigh Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Steren an Mor Yes Dingle Kerry 20
Oilean na nOg Yes Dunquin Kerry 20
Dolphin Discovery Yes Kilrush Marina Clare 20
Princess Marcel Tour Robertstown Kildare 20
Island Princess Yes Roonagh Pier Mayo 30
Pirate Queen Yes Roonagh Pier Mayo 30
Lady Ardilaun Yes Cong Mayo 20
Trinity Yes Roosky Roscommon 20
Rose of Innisfree Yes Sligo Sligo 20
Edmund D Yes Passage East Waterford 30
St. Ciaran Yes Passage East Waterford 30
Viking 1 Yes Athlone Westmeath 20
St. Senan Yes Kilcredaun Clare 30
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WATER THEMED VISITOR CENTRES
Attributes Scores 
Town County T_Region Attraction Visit_No Total
Bray Wicklow Dublin National Aquarium 45,000 10
New Ross Wexford South East Dunbrody Famine Ship 100,000 30
Tramore Waterford South East Splashworld 100,000 30
Regional Authority
Courtown Wexford South East Forestpark 100,000 30
Regional Authority
Hook Wexford South East Hook Lighthouse Centre 45,000 10
Regional Authority
Boyle Roscommon Western Regional Lough Key Forest Park 45,000 10
Authority
Salthill Galway Western Regional Leisureland 65,000 20
Authority
Salthill Galway Western Regional Atlantiquaria 45,000 10
Authoity
Portmagee Kerry South West Skelligs Experience 65,000 20
Regional Authority
Dunquin Kerry South West Blasket Heritage Centre 65,000 20
Regional Authority
Tralee Kerry South West Aquadome 100,000 30
Regional Authority
Dingle Kerry South West Oceanworld Aquarium 100,000 30
Regional Authority
Mizen Head Cork South West Mizen Vision 45,000 10
Regional Authority
Kinsale Cork South West Charlesfort Centre 45,000 10
Regional Authority
Cobh Cork South West Queenstown Story - 61,000 20
Regional Authority The Heritage Centre
Cliffs of Moher Clare Shannon Region Cliffs of Moher 100,000 30
Bundoran Donegal North West Tourism Waterworld Bundoran 80,000 20
Enniscrone Sligo North West Tourism Waterpoint 60,000 10
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